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Let All Voices Rise to the Heavens and Be Heard

Foreword by Jenik Radon

Estonia, a small country in northern Europe, inhabited for over 11 thousand years, has managed to preserve its own distinctive language. Each language is unique and enriches our thinking as it provides its own prism of viewing the world. But a language needs a concrete expression to make a lasting impact. In this regard Estonia’s history is short. Only about 200 years ago, in the early 19th Century, did Estonian literature, written by ethnic Estonians, begin to take its rightful place in world literature with the publication of Kristjan Jaak Peterson’s poetry, in particular his cry for the recognition of the Estonian language:

Kas siis selle maa keel
Laulutuules ei või
Taevani tõustes üles
Igaviku omale otsida?

In English:

Can the language of this land
In the wind of incantation
Rising up to the heavens
Not seek for eternity?

Fast forward to the latter half of the 20th Century, Jaan Kross, an Estonian writer, who was nominated several times for the Nobel Prize in literature, shared his works and his ideas with the world. His works were described as historical

novels, focusing on the trials and tribulations that Estonia had to endure during the Soviet occupation. Another acclaimed author, Jaan Kaplinski, writes poems and stories, much embedded with liberal thinking forged in the Estonian experience, for a world audience. Alas, there are many more writers, but their voices are still local or domestic, limited in the main to an Estonian audience, but they echo the cry to be heard.

The cry to be heard is a cry for self-identification, for cultural recognition, in essence for freedom. It also sparked the birth of a Song Festival in 1869, a cultural and national awakening symbolized by a roaring flame. It is an event that is celebrating its 150th anniversary in July 2019. The cultural awakening of the Estonian people and its expression in song ultimately gave birth on February 23, 1918 to political freedom and independence. The independence of Estonia was restored on August 20, 1991. It is said that Estonians sang their way to freedom and their struggle is popularly referred to as the Singing Revolution. And now Estonian music, through the compositions of Arvo Pärt, touches and moves people on all continents. Why is this story of the struggle and awakening of Estonia and Estonians important not just for Estonia, but for all the people of the world, especially for the people of small states?

The answer is surprisingly simple: Estonian history, the struggle and success of a small nation, and its people, is a story for the ages, a story that can
inspire people around the world, people of all nationalities, people living in small states and people who just want to express themselves. It is literally a story that gives modern day meaning and life to the wisdom of the ancient philosophers Plato and Aristotle who extolled the virtue of letting individual voices be heard. With modern day, 21st Century, digital technology, for which Estonia is world renowned, having popularized its name as E-stonia, and spearheaded literally free global communication with the creation of Skype, Estonia now has the opportunity to bring the spirit of freedom to the world.

Estonia and Estonians have come to value culture, appreciate the bonds of community and have been endowed with a belief in freedom and its potential and its possibilities. Estonia has economically prospered and ranks among the most developed nations of the world, an achievement accomplished in the span of just 25 years. Estonia is so successful that it has become a hub for start-ups, companies which require creative energy to succeed. In short, Estonia has become a land of possibilities, e-possibilities if you wish. Estonia literally leads the world in digital freedom, which means, among other things, freedom of thought, freedom of expression, and freedom to be creative — how else can a land become a start-up country. Estonia is a pioneer in digital life with digital- or e-health, e-governance, e-voting, cyber security, and the list goes on. Estonia is the ultimate modern state, a model for all.

The agreement that the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) has signed with Estonia attests to the fact that many countries of the world, especially developing countries, which includes many small states, are looking to Estonia for leadership in things digital with its endless possibilities. Estonia’s campaign for a non-permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), as of 2020, underscores its belief that it can help to make the world a better place, a more secure and prosperous place. Its campaign sets forth its principles which will be the foundation of its two year tenure on UNSC:

Some have asked how Estonia, with a small population of just 1.3 million people in a world topping 7 billion people, can even dare to take on such a leadership role. Others have questioned why should Estonia assume such a challenge, such a burden, as any challenge takes effort, work. The answer is again surprisingly simple. Although the parable “to whomever much is given, of him will much be required; and to whom much was entrusted, of him more will be asked” has its origins in religious thought as set forth in New Testament, it has become common wisdom, accepted culture, not just in Europe but throughout the world. And the parable applies to Estonia.

(Estonian Song and Dance Festival flame lighting ceremony in Tartu 2019 by Rein Leib)
- **Estonia**, a small country, will bring a small state perspective and act as an advocate for their common interests in the activities of the Security Council.

- **Estonia**, an innovative nation, is committed to sharing its experience and best practices in efficient governance and creative e-solutions.

- **Estonia** will strive towards greater **accountability, coherence,** and transparency of the Council’s activities through increased inclusiveness and targeted action.

- **Estonia** underscores that **conflict prevention** needs more attention and resources within the UN system, and will work towards increased Security Council efforts dedicated to this end.

- **Estonia** advocates **responsibility**, a key premise for the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals that are vital to drive economic growth, eradicate poverty and preserve the environment.

- **Estonia** believes that everyone has the right to **respect** and **dignity**, and will continue to actively participate in peacekeeping, invest in development and provide humanitarian aid.

With Estonia’s election to the UNSC, these principles can serve as a guide for its initiatives and programs for years to come. Estonia is in a position to spearhead letting all voices be heard, especially the common interests of small states, views too often overlooked by the media of large countries.

This report by Columbia’s School of International and Public Affairs has sought to build on these principles, spark the imagination of Estonia and Estonians, in particular its innovative youth, of what is possible and what can be done, especially how Estonia can be “an advocate for [the] common interests [of small states] in the activities of the Security Council” and also beyond. The recommendations of the Columbia Capstone team, as contained in the Report, range from the easily and readily implementable, such as cyber hygiene, to the more challenging, like the digital emergency response assistance. We hope that these recommendations also serve as inspiration for Estonia so that the NGO “Let’s Do It” can become the first of many global NGOs having their birth in Estonia; that those very words, Let’s Do It, become the driving motto for Estonian youth; that the Songfest sparks a global musical expansion with the creation of a worldwide small state song festival, where the voices of all small states rise in festive song; and that the youthful digital entrepreneurs and innovators of Estonia create an emergency (medical response mechanism for developing nations, cyber security for all, an app to disclose corporate beneficial ownership (no hidden owners, and other useful apps to be sold and used throughout the world. On a practical level, the Estonia-UNDP partnership can bring life to these initiatives.

And speaking as a long standing friend of Estonia, I personally believe all of the initiatives that are being recommended --- and more --- are possible, are implementable and can be attained by Estonia. All it takes is for Estonia to let its perseverance and creativity, its story, as evidenced by its own history, be a living inspiration for small states and to accept that Estonia is, can be and should be a world leader, a voice for the common good, by being an initiator and a thought leader. With the inherent possibilities of the new e-world, Estonia can be a digital Acropolis innovatively driving economic growth, eradicating poverty and preserving the environment, all the while letting all voices be heard. We trust that this Columbia Report will
Since his first visit in 1988, Columbia Professor Jenik Radon has been a lifelong friend and supporter of Estonia. At that time, during the periods of glasnost and perestroika, Radon gave the keynote address at an international investment conference in Tallinn and has remained engaged with Estonia ever since. During Estonia’s struggle to restore its independence, Radon opened his New York home to Lennart Meri, Marju Lauristin, and many other Estonian leaders; his house was even nicknamed “Estonia House Two.” In 1990, together with members of the Estonian Chamber of Commerce, he was the first to raise the US flag in Estonia since the Soviet invasion in 1940—a flag that had originally flown over the US Senate Building in Washington. The US flag was officially raised at a ceremony reclaiming the US Embassy at Kentmanni from the Soviet youth league, Komsomol.

Radon was a promoter of educational opportunities for Estonian youth. In 1989, he organized the first nongovernmental school-to-school exchange between the New York Dalton School and the 21st School in Tallinn and several other high school exchanges. He sponsored Estonian students to study at a host of leading US universities, including Columbia, Harvard, and Middlebury. He was a co-founder of the Bentley College program for Estonian students and faculty. He created the Eesti and Eurasian Public Service Fellowship at Columbia that made it possible for about 150 Columbia students to intern in Estonian government and civil society organizations. Many lifelong friendships resulted.

Radon, a corporate lawyer, participated in the drafting of Estonian legislation on investment, corporations, and privatization. Radon is the founder of Domus Dorpatensis in Tartu with its dedication to supporting and promoting societal, cultural, and scientific activities in Estonia. President Toomas Ilves awarded him the Order of the Cross Terra Mariana.

On a personal note, Radon has attended many Estonian weddings. He celebrated his 25th wedding anniversary and 50th birthday in Tallinn with friends from around the world. As a friend of Estonia, he wants the world to know the remarkable achievements of Estonia and its people and have Estonia share its values of freedom and independence and its belief in openness, education, hard work, dedication, and community, and inspire all nations with its never ending dream that tomorrow can be better.

For more information on Radon’s work, see the Harriman Institute’s Spring 2017 article titled “Negotiating Transition: Jenik Radon’s Quest to Help Developing Countries” (http://www.columbia.edu/cu/creative/epub/harriman/2017/spring/negotiating_transition.pdf).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Small states commonly face challenges to having their voices heard on the international stage. Their small economic size, limited human capital, the high cost of technology, and weak private sectors all impose significant barriers to the advancement of small countries.

Estonia, on the other hand, offers a counter narrative. It has shown the world how a small country can punch above its weight. Estonia has been constantly innovating and disrupting the older models of governance through efficient utilization of its limited resources. This report seeks to recommend options for Estonia to create innovative and collaborative pathways to the empowerment of small states.

Specifically, this report proposes the creation of a small state platform called FORTIS (parum fortis - "small but strong"), inspired by examples of successful minilateral alliances. The key goal of the platform is to identify a set of strategic interests shared by all members, and build a productive governance structure to advance them globally.

This report recommends FORTIS to invite as many small states as members, with commitment to the following principles of:

1. Amplifying the voices of small states
2. Developing best practices
3. Providing mutual support
4. Promoting transparency
5. Pooling knowledge and best practice

Based on in-depth desk research and field interviews, this report finds that Estonia can use its own experience and example of digital and government innovation to lead in the areas of culture, digitalization, diplomacy, economy, and education by working with other small states.

The following recommendations aim to provide the Government of Estonia with concrete action points and a timeline of implementation. They are marked based on the timeline of short (1-2 years), medium (2-5 years), and long (5-10 years) term, as well as the level of difficulty for implementation (easy to very hard).
1. **Culture**: preserve and advance the rich and diverse cultures of small states
   1.1 Preserving Culture through Small State Cultural Exhibitions (short-term, easy)
   1.2 Small State E-Sport Championship (medium-term, somewhat hard)
   1.3 News Network (long-term, very hard)
   1.4 Music Festival (long-term, very hard)

2. **Digitalization**: provide quality public services to everyone
   2.1 Taking the e-Governance Academy global (short-term, easy)
   2.2 Forum on Global Data and AI Ethics (medium-term, somewhat hard)
   2.3 e-Civil Society (long-term, hard)

3. **Diplomacy**: strengthen multilateral cooperation to overcome security challenges
   3.1 e-Heritage (medium-term, somewhat hard)
   3.2 e-Embassy (medium-term, somewhat hard)
   3.3 Disaster Preparedness (long-term, hard)

4. **Economy**: ensure a sustainable economic development to benefit all people
   4.1 Joint Tourism promotion (medium, somewhat-hard)
   4.2 e-Investment Platform (long-term, hard)
   4.3 Digital-based forest management (long-term, hard)

5. **Education**: equip people to meet complex challenges
   5.1 Cyber Hygiene for small states (short-term, easy)
   5.2 e-Education (medium-term, somewhat hard)

This report recognizes the considerable resources Estonia has invested in the campaign for the UN Security Council membership, which would eventually serve to strengthen diplomatic relations as well as the strategic position of Estonia well beyond the one-year term.

This report concludes that small states can make positive and enduring impact on the international community if they choose to overcome their barriers through strategic alliances, participation in international fora, international law, and regulatory institutions.

The next step for Estonia is to become an active advocate for small countries and a global thought leader for the 21st century.
PART A.

CONTEXT
**INTRODUCTION**

In 1985, Peter Katzenstein’s Small States in World Markets showed how, rather than disappearing under the effects of modernization and global change, some small states were not only surviving, but thriving.\(^1\)

Constrained by their economic and political lightweightness, an agile response to opportunity allowed small countries to punch above their weight.

In Estonia, the year 1985 marked the beginning of a period of fundamental change:\(^2\) in the wake of Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost reforms, Estonians began taking advantage of their unique and rich cultural tradition to encourage a national reawakening, a nation which had preserved its language throughout the Soviet period.

In autumn 1986, the idea of self-managing Estonia was enthusiastically discussed in Estonian society. A year later, Estonians gathered in the hundreds of thousands to celebrate their heritage in song, in what became known as “The Singing Revolution.”\(^3\) In 1991, the smallest country in Eastern Europe gained independence from the Soviet Union.

While some countries use their history as excuses to be insular, Estonia has always sought how best to take advantage of its legacy, while avoiding getting trapped in it. In the words of former Estonian President Toomas Ilves, Estonia’s approach is to simply “do nothing the way it was done before”.\(^4\)

Estonia’s smallness, then and now in geopolitics a sign of a state’s redundancy, has become the creative impulse of a people of self-unleashing artists. Its mode of adaptation to conditions of scarcity have been efficiency, creativity and agility in response to the security and economic vulnerabilities posed by global change.

Like other small countries around the world, Estonia has understood that security does not have to be found in military prowess. Rather, it has recognized that the more people know of its virtues and care about its existence, and the more countries it calls friends and allies, the more stable its security architecture becomes.\(^5\)

Consistency, relentlessness and persistence have brought exceptional results and shown that well executed policy can transform a small state into an important actor in international politics.

Estonia has recognized that digital connectivity is the defining force of our age. When Estonia started building their information society about two decades ago, there was no digital data being collected on their citizens and the population did not have the Internet or devices with which to use it. It took great courage to invest in IT solutions and take the information technology route.

Now, the possibilities offered by e-Estonia seem endless and digitalization has become a great equalizing force. In 2018, Apolitical named four Estonians among its list of the 100 most influential people in government - a disproportionate Estonian presence relative to the size of its population.\(^6\)

Estonia is often regarded as a global thought leader by building the world’s most


digitally advanced society. Yet, Estonians do not consider themselves natural leaders, nor are they vying for a place under the sun. In many ways, Estonia is a reluctant leader, a country that did not choose to be a leader, but was chosen for it.

The Baltic Journal of Management once described the Estonian leadership style as marked by “team spirit and team reinforcement” – leading in concert with others, never in pursuit of its own goals alone. This report therefore concerns itself with the following question: how can Estonia lead in partnership to amplify the voices of small states?

Small states can become much more than negligible actors if they actively pursue their agenda and consolidate all elements of their national power to achieve their desired objectives. Strategic alliances, participation in international fora, international law, and regulatory institutions are the primary means by which small states overcome their barriers.

Indeed, there has been no more urgent time than now for small states to collaborate so that their voices are heard. The international rules-based order has come under duress on multiple fronts.

If this order continues to deteriorate, small states will become most vulnerable. In an increasingly interconnected world, countries face few options other than multilateral cooperation in addressing new global challenges.

This makes small states the natural defenders of the international order, which serves to protect them in return.

Against this backdrop, this report recognizes Estonia as a bridge builder that seeks to communicate new ways of cooperation between small states. This report sketches out pathways, which Estonia can forge to assemble a group of like-minded small states, and lead by the wisdom its experience has given it.

Specifically, this report proposes the creation of a collaborative network of small states, which can serve as a forum to amplify the voices and shared interests of small states around the world. The key goal of the platform is to identify a set of strategic concerns common to all members, and define a governance structure that would effectively advance them.

This report recognizes the considerable resources Estonia has invested during the campaign to join the UN Security Council, the many new and strengthened relationships that have been forged around the world, and the strategic thinking around Estonia’s place in the international community.

**This report is structured as follows:**

**First,** it outlines the constraints faced by small states around the world and the need for collaboration between them. It then presents an argument for why Estonia is the focus of this report.

**Second,** a possible structure for a collaborative small state platform “FORTIS” is discussed and recommended.

**Third,** five broad policy areas - culture, digital, diplomacy, economics, and education – which Estonia could strategically explore through FORTIS are outlined. Each broad policy area is sectioned into sixteen narrow policy areas, followed by a set each of implementation-focused conclusions.

**Finally,** the conclusion sums up the recommendations and provides an outlook for the direction Estonia might take.

The most critical factors for success is an open and global mindset. Estonia has proven this time and again: take the world as a market and redefine the meaning of pushing the boundaries. Twenty years ago, Estonia decided to take a “tiger leap” forward. Today, it is the shining example of administrative efficiency and humble leadership.

In the words of Lloyd George,\(^8\)

All the world owes much to the little “five feet high” nations.

The greatest art of the world was the work of little nations.

The most enduring literature of the world came from little nations.

The heroic deeds that thrill humanity through generations were the deeds of little nations fighting for their freedom.

---

SCAPE & METHODOLOGY

Objective

The objective of this report is to identify strategies and recommend action-oriented policy interventions that can enable the government of Estonia to take the lead in building a collaborative platform “FORTIS” that effectively advances the concerns specific to small states and builds a network that helps them to overcome their structural constraints. In so doing, this report seeks to discern thematic and technical avenues for individual and collective engagement of a diverse set of small countries. Finally, the report proposes a set of actions Estonia can take in the short, medium and long term, based on Estonia’s competitive advantages and strategic priorities of other small states, to advance the priority areas put forth hereafter.

Research Question

With this in mind, the research and analysis for this report was guided by the following question: how can small states effectively collaborate to overcome their common problems and challenges to amplify their voices in the international arena? The research question was analyzed through three axes: 1) Estonia’s concerns and strategic assets, 2) common challenges among small states, and 3) the broader international context.

Methodology

The report adopts a three-pronged approach to ensure that analysis and recommendations are based on objective, up-to-date qualitative data that can inform and guide political decision-making processes. To this end, the Columbia Capstone team conducted an extensive literature review and desk research, complemented by interviews with small states’ Permanent Representatives to the United Nations in New York, as well as field research in Estonia in March 2019. In the final step, the Columbia Capstone team analyzed and consolidated the analysis to formulate a set of policy recommendations.

First, a literature review was compiled to develop a deep understanding of the international context of small state engagement, discern common and emerging concerns for small states, and map promising models of international cooperation. In addition, the team carried out research on strategic advantages and challenges of over 100 small states, based on a set of political, economic and social indicators. The knowledge gained from this compilation of data provided the basis for the ensuing research phases.

As a second step, the Capstone team conducted semi-structured interviews with small states’ Permanent Representatives to the UN in New York, including UN Ambassadors of Malta, Rwanda, Singapore, and others. These interviews served to complement the data gained from the initial desk research, and provided insights into opportunities for collaboration among small states, along with Estonia’s potential to facilitate this. Moreover, they informed the report’s analysis by, aside from confirming the previously identified strategic concerns and strengths common to many small states, providing concrete suggestions on a possible governance structure of a small state platform.

Finally, the team conducted field research during a 10-day visit to Estonia to gain a more profound understanding of Estonia’s assets, and better gauge Estonia’s readiness to lead. The team organized over 30 interviews with policy makers, government officials, members of academia, civil society organizations, and the startup community.

This three-pronged methodology provided ample evidence and rich data, which allowed the team to formulate a set of feasible policy recommendations as proposed in this report.

---

9 The Forum of Small States (FOSS) defines this category as countries with a population of 10 million or under. Although currently around 12 million inhabitants, Rwanda will be counted as part of that definition for the purpose of this report. "THE DIPLOMACY OF SMALL STATES." The Diplomacy of Small States. Accessed May 08, 2019. https://team.diplomacy.edu/pool/fileline.php?bid=20937#e3.
**SMALL STATES**

Small states are constrained by their small populations, which limits their aggregate structural power and influence. Nonetheless, “Citizens in small states have the same hopes, aspirations and natural rights as those in world powers. These people have every reason to expect and demand a life of freedom, peace and prosperity.”

On the quest to realize their ambitions, small states like their larger counterparts grapple with major domestic and global challenges.

Larger powers have often treated small states as “vassals rather than equals.” This inequality is evident in the way small states and their foreign policy, are missing from global conversations. Instead, it is major states that usually have the attention of the audience. This makes it difficult for small states to gain international recognition and it places them on the periphery of decision making rather than at its center. It is important that the trials and triumphs of small states be met with due respect and the appropriate coverage. These challenges, however, should not determine or confine the role of small states to one of an unimportant actor. For small states to realize their ambitions, it will require a committed pursuit of their agenda and consolidation of national strengths. In hindsight, it is these challenges and lack of visibility that have forced small states to be more imaginative and inventive in the way that they carry out their diplomacy and relations with their bigger counterparts.

Small states have been known to “punch above their weight” beyond just the realm of international politics. They have registered tremendous progress in both economic and human development. From Singapore’s ability to catapult itself from developing to industrialized country to Estonia’s unprecedented digitalization journey, these are just two examples of what small states are capable of achieving. Singapore is now considered a template for the economic values embodied by Asian powers. Through its digital development, Estonia was able to leapfrog larger countries despite being left with
“no viable institutions at the time of independence.”\(^18\) This fresh start proved to be fertile ground for innovation and opportunity. It is, nevertheless, important to note that small states are susceptible to shocks due to their small size and small internal markets,\(^19\) albeit these notable successes. Furthermore, there is a shift in the international rules-based order.\(^20\) If the international system continues to weaken, small states stand to lose the most.\(^21\) With this risk looming, small states should be equipped to protect the “order that protects them.”\(^22\)

Small states are not a monolithic group, but share a commitment to international cooperation and the rule of law. This is where small states can leverage their strengths in a number of ways. Their small size can allow them to be more agile in policymaking without the constraints of large bureaucracies. They are quick to recognize their limitations and strategically focus on a particular set of policy areas to cultivate unique expertise. For Estonia in particular, international cooperation has played a historically important role. As Lennart Meri, former president of Estonia, stated in 1998: “The nuclear weapon of small states is international law.”\(^23\)

Small states have neither the military size nor economic resources to act unilaterally beyond their borders. To be effective, they must prioritize their interests and zero in on the topics they want to be a key player in.\(^24\) It is through a “reliance on collective solidarity”\(^25\) that small states can augment their bargaining power. Multilateral organizations and negotiations have proved to be platforms for small states to engage with the world in a meaningful way, and use their collective power to great effect. They also demonstrate the power that lies within small and cohesive groups.\(^26\) This is a power that small states need to harness. Small states from different corners of the world, both developing and developed are bound by similar characteristics that can be attributed to their smallness. It is, therefore, paramount that small states speak with one powerful voice in defense of the order that maintains the balance between them and larger powers. In the last quarter of a century, Estonia has transformed into a success story and beacon of hope. This is owed to the bold and forward thinking policies and leadership of Estonia’s government, which can serve as an example for other small states.

---
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WHY ESTONIA?

Why Estonia? The answer to the question lies in its people. The Estonian people do not seek hegemony or even the fame of growth and progress. Their history of suppression under numerous regimes gives the Estonian people with a humility, which instills compassion for other small states. While today, following the decades of Soviet occupation, Estonians are in a stronger and more advanced position than many other small states, Estonia does not preach and seek to dominate other small countries when they extend a helping hand to others through aid and guidance aimed towards development.

Their not-so-distant past allows Estonians to have frank conversations with their counterparts in other countries, all the while maintaining the ability to empathize with many issues that less-developed small states are still grappling with. Their ability to self-reflect on central policy issues such as education, governance, cyber security, and economic development allows Estonia to be in the position of valuable critique to other small states that wish to navigate the future and attain similar results, such as the impressive achievements in the digital domain, to those that Estonia managed to construct for itself.

As a small nation, Estonia is well positioned to lead the evolution of small states from underdevelopment into the digital age as powerful allies. Estonia’s rise from the low to middle-income status only within a span of generation is still vividly instilled in the memory of its leadership.

As a small nation, Estonia is well positioned to lead the evolution of small states from underdevelopment into the digital age as powerful allies. Estonia’s rise from the low to middle-income status only within a span of generation is still vividly instilled in the memory of its leadership. Therefore, Estonia’s
leaders are ideally positioned to mentor other nations and their figureheads on the processes and challenges that the former were able to overcome themselves and continue to do so on many fronts. When seeking a coach and a mentor, it is most effective and productive to find one who is both capable of pushing the mentee past their limits, and at the same time, remembering what it was like to be in the current position of the mentee. Through coaching and mentorship, Estonia can further consolidate the voices of small states to serve as a model for those who wish to guide their people to pursue a vision that all can achieve.

Estonia is in the process of turning a number of exceptional stories (i.e., Estonia-based companies that have gained international recognition and popularity, such as Transferwise, Skype, etc.) into a vibrant culture of entrepreneurship. Through thoughtful economic policy and development, Estonia is bound to reap long-term benefits of a digital education system that is focused on the transfer of knowledge over the expenditures on physical spaces and educational platforms hindered by borders that many nations remain constrained by as they try to modernize from within.

Emboldened by their success of warding off by the cyber attack in 2007 by its Eastern neighbor, which is one of the nuclear superpowers of the world, Estonia has demonstrated to the rest of the world that, with efficient planning and best practices, a small but beautiful state can hold its own in the digital frontier. These unique experiences provide a platform for Estonia to give a voice to small states as a future member on the United Nations Security Council.

Why is small beautiful? “What is the meaning of democracy, freedom, human dignity, standard of living, self-realization, fulfillment? Is it a matter of goods, or of people? Of course, it is a matter of people. But people can be themselves only in small comprehensible groups.”27
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PILLAR A.

STRUCTURE: GOVERNANCE

Small states make up 105 out of 193 United Nation (UN) Member States, as well as some of the strongest advocates for the rules-based multilateralism that underpins the UN’s mission and function. However, despite their critical roles within the UN, small states still lack the institutional memory and diplomatic leverage afforded to larger countries, namely the five permanent members of the UN Security Council (UNSC). In contrast to the UN, which, in many ways, centers on the lowest common denominator of Member States, regional organizations have recognized and leveraged a common culture, history, philosophy and traditionalism. They have thus forged relationships that go deeper than self-interested cooperation, but speak to a specific identity.

Estonia is ideally positioned to create a new small state platform that would amplify the voices of its

There has been no more urgent time than now for small states to work together to have their voices heard more clearly. As the rules-based international order comes under pressure, small states will become more vulnerable. At the same time, in an increasingly interconnected world, small states have the advantage of building “coalitions of the willing”, which are groups of countries that share common values and collaborate more effectively to achieve common objectives. Therefore, small states should begin creating a new institution that would help defend the current rules-based international order against any attempts to undermine it.

Scholars of international relations have long illustrated that, the true source of a country’s influence on the international stage stems from the depth and quantity of one’s relationships, more so than its mere geographic or economic size. Small states have already overcome their barriers through strategic alliances, participation in international fora, international law, and regulatory institutions. The success of regional models of cooperation support this claim.

The name borrows from the Latin phrase, ‘parum fortis’ meaning “small but strong”.
members and enable more positive leadership roles on the international stage.

The platform will be called “FORTIS”. The name borrows from the Latin phrase, ‘parum fortis’ meaning “small but strong”.

The FORTIS vision should be to function as a collaborative network of small states to exchange information and best practices. Its mission should be to identify opportunities to work together to meet the challenges of small states and collaborate to amplify small states’ voices.

FORTIS communicates a new concept of small state cooperation. It is envisioned as a collaborative platform that prioritizes implementation, and practical solutions, and strives for mutual trust and support over the publication of statements, policies and position papers.

Based on examples of successful minilateral alliances, FORTIS could gather a group of small countries that are regionally representative, economically and socially diverse, and committed to advancing a set of common.

Although there is no universally accepted definition of the small state, FORTIS could adopt the Forum of Small States (FOSS)’ criterion of 10 million or less in population. As of 2019, this would include 105 countries that are diverse in their economic capacity and social structure across the globe.

A central outcome of FORTIS will be to create a group large enough to be considered a critical mass, and, once it has reached its full potential, FORTIS can position itself as an effective counterweight vis-à-vis large countries.

FORTIS membership should be as inclusive as possible, inspired by the shared goal of harnessing the unifying power of the combined voices small states in advancing global issues in a forum outside of the UN. Each member’s goal should be to 1) amplify small states’ voices, 2) increase their power to shape key global governance issues, 3) facilitate cooperation to effectively overcome their structural and resource constraints to ultimately further and uphold the international rules-based order.

Estonia can use this forum to share and expand on its experience with building a digital society based on trust and innovation, as well as its bold initiatives to assist non-EU citizens, by encouraging them to realize their entrepreneurial dreams.

At the same time, FORTIS will be ideally placed to address other universal issues, including climate change, digital transformation, cybersecurity, education, cultural preservation, and economic development.

Successful examples of coalition building amongst small states support FORTIS’ aim to actively advance their interests on the international

---
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stage. The Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), which includes mostly small island developing (SID) states, has become one of the major players in raising awareness on climate change and advocating for strong international action.

Despite the major cultural and ethnic differences among participant countries, AOSIS has successfully built a common diplomatic discourse and influencing strategy in order to mobilize political leaders, influential negotiators, and advisors: the significance of their central issue, climate change, to small island states has made the AOSIS an important force in the climate change debate. The key lesson is that the members countries’ unity has increased the bargaining power of all its members, individually as well as collectively.

Even though the group Digital 9 (also known as D-9, soon to be D-10) is not specifically built around small states, it nevertheless provides an interesting case study. The group is made up of “the most digitally advanced governments in the world” with the goal of exchanging best practices and committing to the shared principles of harnessing the growth of digital economies to provide effective public services.

Although D-9 welcomes countries of all sizes, the key lesson is that the founding members have seized on an issue that is of interest to all governments looking to improve the quality of their digital services. The success of the D-9 could inspire FORTIS to, in a similar fashion, focus on a set of pressing issues that are of interest to many small states, and rally small state governments around these collaborative efforts.

The following recommendations on FORTIS’ structure are underpinned by a thorough literature review, close study of use cases, as well as interviews with Estonian government officials and other small state Permanent Representations to the UN in New York.

They are not intended to provide a universal and prescriptive list. Instead, they are an attempt to understand what makes for successful collaboration on the international stage, and describe what can be done to maximize small states’ collective impact. It is anticipated that once they are deployed in real world scenarios, new and interesting uses will develop, responding to needs and priorities as identified by Estonia and the founding members.

Structure - Membership

Estonia is ideally placed to lead the creation and set up of FORTIS in close collaboration with a group of initially a limited number of like-minded small countries. These founding members should be 1) regionally representative, and 2) have a common interest in working with Estonia on building FORTIS.

The decision on which five countries will initially join together will depend on whether or not Estonia will hold a temporary seat on the UNSC as of 2020, as well as its strategic alliances and diplomatic priorities. It goes

beyond the scope of this report to make concrete suggestions in this regard.

The founding members should refine and sign a FORTIS founding document, decide on the thematic foci for the first two to three years, and define topics of initial collaboration.

FORTIS can significantly deepen its impact by inviting a broader set of members to join the group within the first two to three years of operation. Any expansion should be agreed upon by the existing members and ensure that new member countries are regionally and economically diverse, and subscribe to the FORTIS principles. Still, the expansion should be based on a philosophy of openness to having all small states join but with the underlying mission of being effective.

This report suggests that, in line with the FORTIS vision of providing a collaborative network, each member may, as appropriate, designate other institutions to lead and participate in the initiatives.

Small states, who in the beginning do not want to become full members, may maintain observer status, which would allow them to participate in summits and other gatherings, but excludes them from the rotating presidency. Such an integrated structure would enable FORTIS to offer a proof of concept to interested small states, and gather support from like-minded states.

**Structure - Founding Document**

The non-binding, but collaborative structure of FORTIS, is key to its broader vision. This report therefore recommends that FORTIS should not create a new treaty or an otherwise binding international legal document. Instead, and borrowing from the positive experience of the D-9, FORTIS could be based on the FORTIS Charter, signed by all members, which commits member states to work towards a set of principles.

While this report recommends that these should be refined and agreed on by all founding members, the following principles could serve as a blueprint for the FORTIS Charter:

1. Amplifying small states voices: striving to collectively and individually amplify the voices and activities of small states on the international stage. To achieve this, create a multi-actor platform to reinforce exchanges, partnerships, and capitalization on experience among small states, organized around the execution of concrete actions.

2. Developing best practices: FORTIS members should lead by example, create and share best practices, learn from each other. The collaborative work focuses in particular on the sharing of information; the exchange of good practice; the design of projects and policies; and the promotion or funding of programs.

3. Mutual support: FORTIS members recognize and accept the need for partnership, and collaborate for the mobilization and provision of support to members with constraint capacity, knowledge and resources on specific issues.

4. Transparency: acting with the highest standards of transparency and accountability
to the other members at all times; members also play a role in communication and awareness raising.

5. Pooling of knowledge: Create a digital resource centre on FORTIS’ topics, to make data and results, training resources and practice guides available to member States and the public.

Keeping in mind the diverse membership of FORTIS as well as the current global context, it is likely that not all principles can be met in the short term.

**Structure – Governance**

The principles as laid out in the Charter, which will have been debated, negotiated and accepted by the founding members will provide the basis on which to base the governance of FORTIS.

This report proposes to implement a rotating Presidency determined by a member’s geographic location, held by one country for 12 months each, to advance specific topics and shape the FORTIS agenda. Estonia, with its pioneering role in creating the platform, is best positioned to hold the first FORTIS Presidency and set the initial strategic direction of the platform.

It is reasonable to expect unforeseen circumstances and obstacles in the setting up of FORTIS, given the complexities of bringing an array of countries together under one umbrella. Keeping this in mind, the first Presidency could present a bit of an anomaly, and be initially held by Estonia for up to three years. Moreover, this first Presidency would run in parallel to its potential temporary membership in the UNSC and therefore provide another forum to gather support.

FORTIS should not be based in any specific location, but rather work through its members’ embassies and UN permanent representations to ensure agile engagement with a range of stakeholders and fora. Ministries may be assigned to participate in meetings and advance the agenda based on their expertise and capacity.

Ambassadors of member countries may be designated to speak on behalf of a group of countries on specific issues, based on consensus agreement. This will save time and financial resources, and ensure that states speak with a common voice.

**Structure – Governing body**

In keeping with its commitment to lean governance, FORTIS could be governed by a rotating Secretariat of five members, which changes every year, six months after the start of a new Presidency, and oversees overall coordination. Membership is based on rotation and should be regionally and economically diverse. Each current Presidency chairs the Secretariat.

The Secretariat could be based in Tallinn together with the Small State Institute, while not treating the host country as political and decision headquarters. Rather, it should serve as an administrative seat.

**Structure – Annual Summit**

In order to create momentum for its activities, increase
international attention and broaden its reach and influence, FORTIS would meet once a year with a rotating host state, which will chair the meeting as the President. Held annually, it would be an invite-only gathering of all Member State government leaders and ministers, Civil Society, the tech community, and influential thinkers. Each annual Summit would have a theme around which it evolves.

This annual Summit could consist of Ministerial discussions, specialized workshops and informative presentations. A joint statement would be released at the end of Summit to inform the agenda and priorities for the upcoming year and Presidency, and create an institutional memory around FORTIS’ engagement. A key outcome of the Summit should be the mobilization and provision of support to countries, which lack the resources, knowledge and capacity to implement.

Structure - Decision Making

A central interest of FORTIS would be to follow a lean and fast decision-making process. Unlike other international organizations, FORTIS would not be dependent or rely on lengthy decision making processes, but prioritize outcomes. Members would decide on a case-by-case basis which joint initiatives will be funded and sourced.

Other projects may arise in the course of each Presidency. It should be possible for groups of countries to work together “mini-laterally” on specific issues of the group’s interest, and which do not concern the broader group. The goal is mutual and extensive engagement of small states.

Structure - Working Groups and Implementation

FORTIS should distinguish itself as a focused forum for all small states, not just the digitally advanced ones. The Working Groups as suggested below should seek close collaboration and build synergies with the newly created Tallinn-based Small State Institute.39

By ensuring that the knowledge and experiences specific to small states are gathered and further developed, the Institute will contribute to the evolution of small state-specific thinking and scholarship. The members should agree to work together in the following areas of focus:

I. Culture - to preserve and advance the rich and diverse cultures of small states:
   - Preserving Culture through Small State Cultural Exhibitions
   - Small State E-Sport Championship
   - FORTIS Stories (news network)
   - Music Festival

II. Digitalization - to provide quality public services to everyone:
   - Taking the e-Governance Academy global
   - Forum on Global Data and AI Ethics
   - e-Civil Society

III. Diplomacy - to strengthen multilateral cooperation to overcome future challenges:
   - e-Heritage
   - e-Embassy
   - Disaster Preparedness

IV. Economy - to ensure a

sustainable economic development to benefit all people through:

- Joint Tourism promotion
- e-Investment Platform
- ForESTI (tech-based forest management)

V. Education - to equip people to meet complex challenges:

- Cyber Hygiene for small states
- e-Education

Implementation of the decisions made by the different Working Groups is up to each Member State. Depending on regulations, partnerships and strategic priorities of each Member State, projects may be carried out by an international organization, States, research institutions, producers’ organizations, NGOs, development partners, foundations and businesses.

Recommendations

The following recommendations will support the initial process of set up and creation of FORTIS:

**Short-term (1-2 years):**

1. Designate a group within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that will guide and oversee the set-up of FORTIS.

2. Gather a group of a limited number of founding Members, who agree to establish FORTIS, refine and sign the Charter and begin to collaborate on areas of consensus.

3. Aim to reach 25 member states (ideally 5 from each region) by its fifth year, to gradually expand its membership and solidify its impact.

4. Organize and hold the first two annual Summits as a test-run consisting of informal sessions and working groups at ministerial levels prior to further expansion. It is recommended that Estonia holds the initial Presidency for two to three years.

**Medium-term (2-5 years):**

1. Aim to have at least 50 members (10 from each region) by its 10th anniversary.

2. Solidify the formal structure of FORTIS based on lessons from the test runs, including presidential term rotations, annual meeting schedules, and outputs from the meetings.

3. Designate a certain department or appoint an official as the primary FORTIS point of contact in respective countries.

4. Begin setting annual FORTIS themes to guide their meeting agendas at all occasions and levels.

**Long-term (5-10 years and on):**

1. Continue expanding its membership without
compromising on its founding vision or mission.

2. Ensure that every region has been represented in the presidential term rotation.

3. Establish a membership contribution system for each party to allocate a proportionate amount of resources to help with the planning and execution of agendas.

FORTIS presents a new opportunity for Estonia, other small states, and the rest of the world. Although the UN was originally designed in a way that puts the responsibility of upholding the rules-based international order in the hands of major powers, it was in fact the 105 small states that have had just as much role in holding the order together through painstaking diplomatic efforts and subtle ingenuity. The international system needs a change, but not by undermining its values or mission.

FORTIS finally gives Estonia and other small states due credit by relieving them of structural barriers within the multilateral systems, and instead bolstering their capacity to freely voice their concerns amongst themselves in a way they could contribute more effectively to the international community. Estonia’s promise to be the advocate of small states starts with FORTIS.
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By ensuring that the knowledge and experiences gathered and further developed, the Institute should agree to work together in the following areas:
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01. **Culture**

**OBJECTIVE:** TO PRESERVE AND ADVANCE RICH AND DIVERSE CULTURES OF SMALL STATES

1.1. Cultural Exhibition Network
1.2. Small State E-Sport Championship
1.3. FORTIS Stories (news network)
1.4. Music Festival

02. **Digitalization**

**OBJECTIVE:** TO PROVIDE QUALITY PUBLIC SERVICES TO EVERYONE

2.1. Taking the e-Governance Academy global
2.2. Forum on Global Data and AI
2.3. e-Civil Society
By ensuring that knowledge and experiences specific to small states are gathered and further developed, the Institute will contribute to the evolution of small state-specific thinking and scholarship. The members should agree to work together in the following areas of focus:

03. Diplomacy

**OBJECTIVE:** TO STRENGTHEN MULTILATERAL COOPERATION TO OVERCOME FUTURE CHALLENGES

3.1. e-Heritage
3.2. e-Embassy
3.3. Disaster Preparedness

04. Economy

**OBJECTIVE:** TO ENSURE A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TO BENEFIT ALL PEOPLE THROUGH:

4.1. Joint Tourism promotion
4.2. e-Investment Platform
4.3. ForESTI (tech-based forest management)

05. Education

**OBJECTIVE:** TO EQUIP PEOPLE TO MEET COMPLEX CHALLENGES

5.1. Cyber Hygiene for small states
5.2. e-Education
POLICY AREA 01.

Culture
**Culture is to the people like water to the fish**—even when culture is invisible and seemingly intangible, it remains a powerful force that inspires, unites, and navigates communities forward. It has limitless potential to attract, strengthen and influence both within and without, transferring shared values and experiences from generation to generation, all the while transcending endless borders and boundaries.

By protecting and preserving cultural heritage and the natural history of each given nation—be it through education, exhibitions or festivals, to name but a few of the countless available platforms—each community’s cultural assets and values become encapsulated and deeply ingrained in every nation’s unique identity. Over the past decades, digitalization has further enhanced the possibilities and technological capabilities for cultural preservation and promotion for small states, thus granting these nations its own unique voice on the world stage.

In an increasingly globalizing society, cultures (not in the least those representing the small states) continue to be replaced by homogenous, standardized, and monochromatic cultural templates. Therefore, it is of vital importance to further retain and protect cultural memory by preserving traditions of nations big and small, and to this end, provide a unifying platform to cultivate and promote every country’s unique traditions and values.
01. Area of Culture 1.1

CULTURAL EXHIBITION NETWORK

Short Term - Easy: Preserving Culture through Small State Cultural Exhibitions

Setting the Scene
In culture there lays privilege to identify, to express, and to exist. Through culture, individuals are able to explore values, commonalities, and security while navigating today’s increasingly globalized society. Ultimately, cultures survive thousands of years of history because of persistence and resilience.

These very same cultures have remained the cornerstone of modern states due to cultural preservation, the very protection of talent and knowledge translated from one generation’s context to the next.40 As Marcus Garvey, leader of the Pan-Africanism movement once stated, “a people without the knowledge of their past history, origin and culture is like a tree without roots.”

Challenge
Without preservation and perpetuation, cultures and languages will disappear.41 President Kaljulaid has emphasized the critical role of promoting and preserving small state culture and language in light of ever-expanding globalization.42 The Estonian President’s words are representative of concerns echoed by many Estonians: they perceive small state cultures to be threatened, not least because of the dominance and omnipresence of languages such as English, Mandarin, and Spanish, languages which are spoken by millions.43 As cosmopolitan, mainstream culture continues to penetrate the furthest corners of the world, cultural values, customs, and traditions begin to assimilate into indistinguishable norms. Thus, small states need to commit to pursuing contemporary solutions to preserve and promote culture.

Opportunity
Estonia has the opportunity to strengthen its current cultural preservation efforts through a small state network of cultural exhibitions. According to Agnes Aljas, curator of Eesti Rahva Muuseum, the museum has already signed various cooperation agreements with mostly European museums in which exhibitions are shared with each other.44 Moving beyond the limitations of these current bilateral exchanges, Estonia’s Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Foreign Affairs should explore the collective promotion and preservation of small state culture through a rotating cultural exhibition system.

44. Ibid.
Recommendation

Estonia, along with other like-minded small states interested in cultural preservation, should establish a network of cooperation agreements among small states in order to formalize a rotating cultural exhibition system hosted by national museums. This small state cultural exhibition system will enable the circulation of small state exhibitions from national museum to national museum, ensuring the equal promotion and exchange of culture amongst participating states. Furthermore, Estonia can readily take leadership on spearheading the network of cooperation agreements among small states through a newly established culture-focused branch of the Small States Institute, so that national museums can learn from Eesti Rahva Museum’s innovative and digitally advanced exhibition style, further protecting and fostering their culture’s international presence and preservation.

Short term:
1. Identify and reach out to potential partners among small states, especially those with existing cultural exhibition infrastructure.
2. Establish a culture-focused branch within the Small States Institute.45
3. Organize an online e-museum platform for small states with digital galleries and exhibitions.

Medium term:
1. Facilitate the institutionalization of the small state cultural exhibition system with academic guidance of the Small States Institute.
2. Ensure national museums have the resources and capacity to host cultural exhibitions.
3. Collaborate with Eesti Rahva Muuseum in order to share digital strategies and best practices.

Long term:
1. Commence small state cultural exhibition network operations and rotate exhibitions biannually.

Rationale

Estonia has already positioned itself as a pioneer in cultural preservation through its distinguished national museum, Eesti Rahva Muuseum, which has integrated technology and innovative dialogue-based, multi-voiced, and participatory-oriented approaches which have contributed to the museum earning the 2018 European Museum of the Year Kenneth Hudson Award, “one of the most important prizes in the museum field in Europe that is given to projects and museums that put people on the foreground and communicate with people.” In many ways, the Estonian national museum subscribes to the leitmotif of Estonian Ministry of Culture adviser on architecture and design, Dr. Veronika Valk, who believes that preserving culture does not mean replicating, and it does not mean destroying heritage either; when something new is being built, commit to it genuinely being new.

The proposed network of cultural exhibitions will foster the sharing of best practices on cultural preservation among small states and their national museums. The Eesti Rahva Muuseum’s pioneering visionaries, for instance, will be able to utilize this platform to communicate their methodology, development, and presentation of innovative exhibitions with partner museums.

Moreover, Estonia can easily expand its current network of cooperation agreements; through the mutual understanding of culture’s important role in small states, a rotating cultural exhibition system would further amplify Estonian efforts to preserve and promote small state culture. Each small state will be able to not only preserve their own cultures and exchange curating practices, but also collaboratively educate their own populations about other small state cultures. These rotating exhibitions will also attract additional tourists both domestically and internationally to participating national museums given the common sense of affinity people from small states feel other small state cultures. Each small state exhibition will not only highlight one small state, but also underscore the importance of others.

01. Area of Culture 1.2

SMALL STATE E-SPORT CHAMPIONSHIP

Medium Term - Somewhat hard. Promoting friendship and understanding among small states through sports and esports.

Setting the Scene

Sports play an important role to bring people all over the world together. 48 Olympics, World Cup, and other international sport events have become festivals not only for the athletes participating in the competitions, but for people from all countries watching their TVs and cheering their national athletes.49

Hosting Olympic Games not only brings economic benefits by selling tickets, promoting tourism and developing infrastructure, but more importantly, presenting a vibrant image of a country in the international community.50 Through TV broadcasting, Internet and other forms of media, it is possible for a host country to comprehensively advertise itself, and its athletes, coaches, officials; and the visitors to the sporting events effectively become ambassadors promoting the host country.

Estonia has a long tradition in participating in top level sport events, and has performed very well in number of sports like wrestling, weightlifting, cross country skiing, discus throw, rowing and judo.52 Gerd Kanter, an Olympic gold medal winner in 2008, is regarded as a national hero in Estonia.53 His promotion of the Olympic spirit and youth education has encouraged many in Estonia. It also underscores the power of bringing people in small countries together through sports by spreading joy and pride of winning championships, especially over large countries.

Esports is an up-and-coming form of sports, and is especially popular with young people. It uses video games as its medium.54 It is usually played with individuals or teams as organized video game competitions. Esports has emerged and gained popularity all over the world in the past decade. In 2018, 427 million people were estimated to be watching esports globally, with revenues reaching 1 billion US dollars.55 The growing market has encouraged more and more people to become professional players, and there are increasing numbers of professional teams participating at
different levels of competition, including professional leagues and championships, as well as cup games. The majority of players and viewers are between 18 and 34 years old.\(^5\) Even though many top players are from large countries such as China, South Korea and the US, small countries have many players with strong followings, who have won major titles in esports competitions. Sweden, for example, is one of the leading countries in developing esports players and teams, and has outperformed large countries in different esports leagues and championships.\(^6\) Estonia, as a small country, also has high achieving esports players. Clement Ivanov, the Estonian Dota 2 player, has earned more than 2 million US dollars prize money, and is one of the most successful Dota 2 players in Europe.\(^7\)

### Challenge

Hosting a major sport event, however, can be very costly. This requires the host country to be sufficiently financially viable to cover the major cost of infrastructure development, marketing and human capital.\(^8\) This is a significant challenge for small countries given their limited resources.

Competing in traditional sports is more challenging for small countries, especially for small developing countries. Due to the lack of investment into sports, small country athletes are more likely to receive less comprehensive training.\(^9\) Even though there are many national heroes who have won Olympic gold medals in small countries, the overall number of gold medalists in small countries is relatively far less than large countries. Compared to countries such as the US and China, which are strong in a number of different sports, the limited resources available for training and developing a host of sports remains challenging for small countries.\(^10\)

### Opportunity

Esports is more accessible for participants than traditional sports. Players use computers or smartphones to compete, which are more affordable compared to traditional sports.\(^11\) Thus, there are professional esports players in almost every small country.\(^12\) There is also a growing recognition of esports as a “real” sport. In 2017, the International Olympic Committee stated that “competitive esports” could be considered as a sporting activity.\(^13\) There are more and more small countries recognizing esports as a sport. More than 10 small countries have joined the International Esports Federation, including Austria, Costa Rica, Georgia, Jamaica, Maldives, Namibia, New Zealand and Tunisia. This increased participation shows the possibility of organizing an esports for small countries.

---

5. Professional esport players earn their income through participating esport competitions winning prize money. Many competitions use a series of promotion and relegation play, such as the League of Legends World Championship, but more recently, competitions structured similar to American professional sports, with salary players and regular season and playoff series, have emerged, such as the Overwatch League.


8. For example, the Brazil World Cup in 2018 cost Brazil 15 billion US dollars to develop facilities, medical and health projects. Information from FIFA Returns $100m to Brazil; World Cup Cost $15 Billion.” USA Today, January 20, 2015. Accessed April 15, 2019.


10. For example, even though it’s cheaper to buy a soccer ball compared to buy a laptop, it’s more expensive to get intensive training in soccer than playing video games. It is always necessary to get professional training for professional soccer players, however, a lot of esports players purely become professional and outstanding based on their own practice which has little cost compared to soccer training. Also laptop has a lot of other functions while soccer ball is mainly just for soccer. See Unscott, Gillian. “All Roads Can Lead to Esports.” Hotspawn. April 11, 2019. Accessed April 15, 2019. https://www.hotspawn.com/all-roads-can-lead-to-esports/.


Recommendation
Hosting an esports event becomes an opportunity for small countries, especially Estonia, to promote its image in the international community. It will also present the cyber culture in Estonia, and connect young people from all over the world. The esport event will become a celebration for the sport spirit, especially among the young generation in small countries. The small state participating players can have a platform to demonstrate their talents in esports by competing with their fellow players from other small countries.

A Small State Esports Championship (SSEC) will provide esports players in small countries a platform to not only compete, but also to promote communication and forge friendship among young people. By engaging the young esports players and fans all over the world, this championship can become a platform to connect and bond small countries through esports competition.

SSEC will have two stages: the online qualifier and finals. In the qualifier stage, teams will register and play on the server of the host country in their own country. Campaigns can be carried out during this stage to amplify the culture of small countries. For example, each player can use one of the scenic spots from their home country as the background profile picture. Also, the stories of each player’s home country can be published on the competition website daily throughout the competition.

During the offline final stage, in addition to the competition, the host country will also organize different panel discussions and field trips for the players as well as participants and sponsors. The special offline events will combine the elements of sport, education, business and investment.

The Organization of SSEC
- Title: Small States Esports Championship
- Format: Online and offline
- Participating games: League of Legends, Dota 2, Counter Strike
- Participants: Small state individual players for Dota 2 and Counter Strike, and teams for League of Legends (Players are encouraged to team up with players from other small countries)
- Time: May and August
- May: Online qualifiers for the finals. Ten finalist teams/individuals for each game
- August: Offline final in the host country with an online live broadcasting.
- Organizer: Olympic committee in each country/esports federation in each country
- Funding: Government, private companies
Short-term

In the first 5 years, SSEC should establish itself as one of the major esports events among the small states. It will champion the spirit of sports, which is to connect young people in small countries, and develop a comprehensive operating and organizing mechanism.

Medium-term

SSEC can expand its reach to incorporate more players from more small countries and include additional esports. It can also provide extra educational and tourism modules during the offline finalist competitions. For example, SSEC should ask the finalists to visit schools in the host country to conduct technology education forum and tourism campaigns.

Long-term

SSEC can invite private software and hardware tech companies to hold a forum during the final stage of the championship. Through the forum, these companies can share their understanding of the future esports development and how technology could further support this development. It can also facilitate conversations among esports related tech companies to catch up with the frontier of esports technology to better develop their own products and services.

Rationale

Esports have become a festival for young people all over the world. By starting SSEC, young players and fans from different small countries can get together in cyberspace to better understand each other’s culture and make friends. The players will act as the ambassadors of their countries and culture by promoting and preserving the diversity in social media and other online platforms.

Estonia can play a leading role in esports because of its strong teams of globally popular professional esports players. The digital culture in Estonia has made the country as not only one of the esports friendly countries in Europe, but also led to advanced digital infrastructure and human capital that make the country an ideal host for an esports event. The image of Estonia as a global cyber leader will be amplified by hosting the games. Other countries who would like to host can also use this event as a platform to brand themselves through the internet, which can effectively reach more young people given the audience is mostly people under 35 years old.

The final stage of SSEC will be a good opportunity for top players to compete and demonstrate their sportsman spirit. In the offline event, they can get to know the host country better and bring this understanding to their home countries. For example, Blizzcon, an esports competition event in California, successfully uses its offline event to promote gender diversity throughout the event. Hosting SSEC can be an effective way to boost the international standing of the host country by presenting a cyber-friendly image to the world. In the 2018, League of Legends World championship hosted by South Korea had more than 90 million viewers in the opening ceremony alone. The ceremony featured K-pop singers and AR technologies, which promoted South Korea’s image as a technological powerhouse to the audience all over the world.

Compared to traditional sport events, the cost of hosting esports is rather small, especially given the size of the offline final stage competition. This will enable small states with limited resources to participate in hosting major international sport events. This is also a good opportunity to engage the private sector, specifically tech companies.

Estonia is already home to global technology companies, including Transferwise, Taxify and Pipedrive. By hosting SSEC, Estonia can offer an opportunity for these companies to explore new opportunities in other small countries. Sponsors can reach young people who will be the consumers in the future. It will also enable personalized advertisement by, for example, having sponsoring company logos on the clothing of esports players. Sponsoring esports also offers new digital sales channels by permitting advertisements during the games as well as on online platforms.

SSEC will help tech companies with marketing themselves globally during the event and testing their products and services. For example, Israel has already benefited from developing its esports industry to boost the development of its technology sector. Israel is already a leader in areas like video, data analytics, and monetization. Companies in Israel are trying to consolidate their technologies to provide more advanced hardware and software service in esports industry.

As for the US, Intel has welcomed its new development through participating in esports hardware development. Companies from the host country can improve their products by meeting the standard of esports games. Usually, esports games require high level of software and hardware support, while the opportunity to participate in SSEC will incentivize the Estonian tech companies to improve the quality of their products and service in order to qualify as service providers.
Area of Culture 1.3

NEWS SERVICE

Long Term - Very Hard

Setting the Scene

Small countries, including Estonia, receive limited coverage in the global media unless there is a sensational or tragic occurrence. Many internationally-oriented news media tend to follow the ‘US-plus’ model of targeting the largest media market amongst high-income democracies in order to capture a large share of overall advertising. Since most internationally-oriented news media pursue the expansionist strategy of reaching out to the largest audience, certain countries and even regions tend to get overlooked.

For example, although 12 out of 15 deadliest conflicts since the end of the Cold War took place in Africa, global media has focused more on smaller conflicts outside of the region. Cyberattacks on Estonia in 2007 was the first of its kind but received only a modest amount of attention in global media until similar attacks took place elsewhere in Europe and eventually the United States. These are the proofs that small states have important information and stories to share to rest of the world, and yet lack the means to do so.

Recommendation

FORTIS could, under Estonia’s leadership, create its own global news service to tell unique stories from small countries. The objective is not to compete against media giants like CNN, BBC, and Al Jazeera in terms of viewership but to create a niche service in which small countries can amplify their voices and promote their national brands. The network will be called, the FORTIS Stories (FS).

In the 2018 IMD World Talent Ranking, the top 5 were taken all by small states (from the first in order) — Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Austria, and the Netherlands. Estonia was ranked at #28, which was impressive enough to be higher than Japan and Spain, but not as competitive as the former’s small state neighbors in terms of attracting talent.

By hosting the FORTIS Stories headquarters, Estonia could attract new talents from other small countries who are interested in advancing key issues and unleash their creative storytelling. Moreover, Estonia could harness its digital infrastructure and the experiences of hosting global tech
unicorns capable of providing services to customers around the world. This could also boost Estonia’s standing among other small countries by increasing the human-to-human engagement between people of each countries.

FORTIS Stories (FS) contents will be produced mainly in digital and mobile video format in keeping with the global trends. A limited number of special investigation reports and annual print editions could be available for paying subscribers. FS will be supported by funding from advertisers, governments, subscriptions, and endowments. FS could not only provide news stories but also a platform for businesses and organizations from small countries to advertise themselves to a global audience. FS programming would ideally be managed by a diverse group of producers chosen by an independent board in FORTIS. Instead of trying to imitate the model of other major networks, the executives will bring in fresh perspectives and experiment with newer formats of storytelling.

**Short-term**

1. Estonia can start by having interested FORTIS members participate in initial programming development by offering to house the initial headquarters and provide appropriate digital infrastructure in Tallinn.

2. The initial members could appoint representatives to a planning committee to determine funding structures, intellectual property rights, employment systems, and journalistic standards.

**Medium-term goals**

1. Once the planning board decides on the basic structure, it could launch FS as a startup and begin the fund raising process (advertisers, governments, donors), hiring personnel, and building a studio(s).

2. The launch date should be decided, as well as the goal numbers for viewers and revenue.

**Long-term**

1. After the launch, FS should monitor the progress and adjust its strategy or model as necessary.

**Rationale**

As mentioned before, small states lack the proper platforms and sufficient resources to tell their diverse stories. FS can act as the voice for small states that wish to showcase their issues, unique cultures, and roles in the international community but do not receive adequate coverage in the international media. Accordingly, Estonia is well positioned to take the initiative and provide the digital infrastructure, and collect input from other small states to kickstart the news service. By hosting FS headquarters, Tallinn could also become a hub for advocacy of small states and continue to attract new talent who are interested in advancing key issues from around the globe.
01. Area of Culture 1.4

MUSIC FESTIVAL

Long Term - Very Hard

Setting the Scene

Music unites people and brings groups together in common action through a commonly shared emotion.\(^{76}\) Certain songs become “anthems” by capturing a sentiment that resonates with particular generations and cultures. Striking the right chord through a song has the ability to build cross-cultural bridges and foster cross-national cooperation, peace and dialogue through the universal language of music. Cultural celebrations have historically served as a source of inspiration, national awakening and successful re-establishment of a strong identity for a small but vibrant nation of Estonia. It was, after all, the Singing Revolution that ultimately ended the Soviet occupation and led to Estonia’s independence, which the country regained in 1991.\(^{77}\)

International song contests are mainly used as catalysts for large nations, which dominate the scene. Local music festivals have also been successful at building up and maintaining a strong following in the host countries, however, their popularity and appeal have largely remained constrained to geographical borders and geopolitical realities, resulting in limited promotion of small state musical cultures across a wider world arena. Therefore, a cultural void persists on the international stage that could serve as a platform that allows both large and small states alike to equally defend their cultural development and uniqueness of each country in accordance with the nation’s values, devoid of all outside interference with a grand, admittedly ideal, mission of creating a multi-polar world.

While music plays an undoubtedly important role in the formation of national and cultural identities, the promotion of a nation’s musical uniqueness on a global stage is also crucial from a social perspective. To this end, on a pan-European scale, the Eurovision Song Contest (ESC), originally inspired by the popular Italian Sanremo Festival,\(^{78}\) was created in 1956 in the aftermath of World War II as a cultural policy project aimed towards European unity and peace.\(^{79}\) Since then, the ESC has served as a successful platform for international artist debuts, producing the


\(^{79}\) Dean Vuletic, Postwar Europe and the Eurovision Song Contest (London, U.K. Bloomsbury, 2018.)
likes of Celine Dion, Julio Iglesias and ABBA. On a more localized scale, the Estonian Song Celebration (Laulupidu) is a unique cultural event that has become an anchor of Estonian identity. The festival takes place every five years and brings together a choir of 25,000 people for one weekend in July.80

The Eurovision Song Contest, which has acquired global popularity, is mainly used as a catalyst for large nations that were the founding members of the event, such as the U.K., Spain, Italy, France, and Germany (the “Big Five”) who make the biggest financial contributions to the European Broadcasting Union and thus dominate the ESC scene.

The local music festivals, such as Italy’s Sanremo Song Festival and the Estonian Song Celebration have also been successful at building up and maintaining a strong following in the host countries, however, their popularity and appeal have largely remained constrained to and by geographical borders and geopolitical realities, resulting in limited promotion of small state musical cultures across a worldwide arena.

**Recommendation**

As a small country with a culturally vibrant and digitally advanced society, Estonia is ideally positioned to serve as the pioneering host of the first “Olympics of Songwriting for Small States” - a unifying platform offering a unique opportunity for smaller nations, which would otherwise remain largely unnoticed by the rest of the world, to spread their cultural traditions and let their voices be heard on a global stage. Unlike the Eurovision Song Contest, which allows national entries to be composed and performed by authors and performers from other countries, the small state song festival would be restricted to entries that have been both composed and performed by nationals of each participating country.81

Moreover, even though most song contests, particularly those with an international appeal and outreach, encourage songs to be performed in English, the small state song festival would ideally only allow entries in a language of a country that the song represents in the competition, thus cultivating and promoting the uniqueness of each country’s culture and language without imposing the cultural values of another—bigger and thus more influential—country upon it.

The songs will be evaluated by a distinguished panel of judges from small states, as well as TV and Internet audiences from the participating small states. The audience members and judges will not be permitted to vote for their own country’s entry in order to minimize the potential for showcasing

---


81. Exceptions can be made if the entry’s performer and/or composer was born in the participating country but is no longer its legal resident/citizen.
national biases. All entries from every small state would have an equal stake and be offered an equal opportunity to showcase their talent and culture on a global stage alongside other fellow representatives from small states.

Medium term:
1. Bring small state television networks together towards producing and co-hosting a joint small state song festival.
2. Cultivate funding opportunities through federal television networks that will be broadcasting the event, as well as via the Global Trust Fund for Digital Development.
3. Organize and host the first inaugural Olympics of Songwriting for Small States in Tallinn, co-organized with the International Communications for the Estonian Song and Dance Celebration.

Long term:
1. Create an online music store accessible worldwide where songs from the festival will be available for purchase and the royalties will go directly to the songwriters and performers of each entry.

Rationale

Estonia, as part of FORTIS, has the “soft power” know-how, an impressive track-record in showcasing small-state creativity and the digital experience\(^2\) to host the first song competition of its kind for small states by offering the participants the festival’s inaugural stage and inviting a variety of tourists from around the world to come to Estonia for a weekend of memorable musical and cultural experiences.

Estonia has proved itself to be at the forefront of small state digital development, and it is therefore ideally positioned to also offer a technologically advanced platform for the song entries to gain a following by showcasing and promoting the selection through an online music store that is accessible from every corner of the world.

This will grant the otherwise little known songwriters and performers from small states the opportunity to not only acquire an international audience for the one night of the performance, but also gain a strong following by promoting their musical content digitally through a globally accessible online music store.\(^3\)

---


POLICY AREA 02.

Digitalization
Digital technologies have been transforming nearly every aspect of our lives, including governments, economies and societies.⁸⁴ Although underway for about half a century, the pace of change has quickened, as digital technologies develop rapidly combine in novel and innovative ways, often in unpredictable directions. The digital era and its underlying trends are reshaping both “hard power”—the ability to coerce others into accepting what one wants—and “soft power,” the ability to make others want what one wants.⁸⁵

Governments have a crucial role in promoting the use of digital technologies for the benefits of their people. Digitalization for small states is dictated by need: a small country, for example, cannot afford a large army of public servants. Regardless, they need to be nimble and competitive, and open to trade.⁸⁶ According to researchers from Tufts University, larger economies ironically may be in danger of losing the digital race to smaller and more nimble nations. Several Nordic countries, Switzerland and tech-centric South Korea are ahead of the U.S. and Japan, according to a digital economy ranking.⁸⁷

In just 20 years, Estonia has become one of the most wired and technologically advanced countries in the world — a true digital society. With internet access declared a human right, some of the fastest broadband speeds in the world widely available all across the country, and digital public services embedded into the daily lives of individuals and organizations, the country is now commonly called “e-Estonia”.⁸⁸ The Estonian story goes beyond innovating with technology. Estonia has shown how it can deliver with limited resources, by being efficient and innovative. Going digital has been a key factor in achieving this. As Siim Sikkut, the government’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) put it, “efficiency was the desire and has really been the fruit and outcome of this digitalization across all different fields of policy and sectors of life.”⁸⁹

A digital society only works when people trust and actually use digital channels. Recognizing this, the keys to the success of Estonia’s e-revolution have been cooperation and reciprocity. Successive governments have backed e-Estonia since its launch, and the private sector, academic institutions and citizens have all cooperated to make the initiative a winner. This shows that making a government digital not just come down to technology. In order to build citizens’ trust in government institutions, and ensure transparency and accountability, they must believe that those institutions will act ethically, rigorously and with careful consideration of their interests.

Its digital agility, deep rootedness in principles of open government, and experience in innovating in the public sector⁹⁰ make Estonia a key player and ideal partner in supporting other small states in their digital transformation, innovating government-citizen relationships, and pushing data norms on a global level. Its capacity to show the way to a fully digital state is one of the flagships of Estonian global soft power, and a strategic asset for Estonia’s view towards the world.
02. **Area of Digitalization 2.1.**

**E-GOVERNANCE ACADEMY NETWORKS**

Short Term - Easy Taking e-GA global

**Setting the Scene**

Digital technologies can create digital pathways between citizens and governments and are strategic drivers to create open, participatory and trustworthy public sectors. With its potential to increase productivity and inclusiveness of service production and delivery in public welfare areas, investments in digital or e-Governance have been growing rapidly over the past two decades. The UN e-Government survey, conducted since 2001, in 2018 highlights “a persistent positive global trend towards higher levels of e-government development,” improving e-Government and public services provision online.  

For emerging and transitioning countries in particular, e-Governance represents a fundamental shift in the way governments are embracing their mission and offers the opportunity particularly for small states to leapfrog generations of technology. In many countries, governments are more intensive users of information technology than firms, leveraging the power of information technologies in transformative ways to develop innovative approaches to contribute to national development and long-term sustainable growth. At a minimum, e-Governance can provide automation of internal records and make information and services publicly available. While important for all governments, e-Governance can play a crucial role in addressing the issues faced by small countries. By enhancing the ability of the public sector to overcome the barriers associated with small size and isolation, e-Governance can enable small state governments to cost-effectively and efficiently deliver service to their populations.

Estonia, in the context of e-Government, is seen as a remarkable success story, and has thus captured the interest of international audiences and especially, emerging and transitioning countries. Estonia has already become already synonymous with e-Governance, standing on the front-row in terms of digital development and there is continuously a high interest from many developed and developing countries to learn from Estonian practice. Estonia is ideally placed to share its technological achievements in modern coding, CS, IT and e-administration and already cooperates smoothly with a range of countries on e-Governance, and its X-Road system is being employed in Finland, Ukraine, Namibia, and others.

93. WDR 2016, pp 154 f
96. Entering the search terms “estonia e-government” in Google in April 2019 produced 66,500,000 results
Challenge

Yet, e-Government is a complex issue and cannot simply be copied from one country to another. It needs to be tailored to each country’s organisational, legal and technological context. On a global scale, there are diverse governance challenges, dependent on many factors, therefore any approach needs to be appropriate and adaptable. The transformational and facilitating powers of digital technologies are creating a paradigm shift in the public sector, but despite the sector’s enormous influence, governments remain responsible for quality, standards, and ethics of public services, and for ensuring that no one is left behind. For small developing countries, especially those in the early stages of building an e-Government infrastructure, it is vital that they understand their e-readiness, and understand the regulatory and institutional barriers slowing their countries’ progress towards fully digital societies. They must reflect upon the intrinsic components of an e-Governance action plan, and draw lessons from the success and failures of the various e-Government initiatives undertaken by other countries.

Estonia’s e-Government Academy (e-GA) is the country’s key institution for the creation and transformation of knowledge and best practice in the area of digitalization. It was founded for the creation and transfer of knowledge concerning the development of digital society. Through its collaboration with over 3,000 officials from more than 60 countries across the world,98 the e-GA has determined Estonia’s global reputation as a champion for e-Governance. In 2018, the e-GA launched new collaboration projects with the UNDP and the World Bank and obtained the status of a Full Mandated Body of the European Commission, which enables it to lead EU Twinning Programme projects[99] similar to public sector organisations.100

Despite Estonia’s extensive international cooperation on e-Governance, cyber security and e-services, the e-Governance Academy’s current structure and operations are not equipped to systematically capture, pool and further develop the insights gathered from global partnerships. Estonia’s leadership in digital cooperation hinges on its ability to continuously innovate existing approaches, sharpen its competitive advantage and ensure the consolidation and development of e-Governance expertise. The 2018 UN e-Government survey has confirmed that other countries have already surpassed Estonia in terms of digital governance: Denmark, South Korea and Australia all score higher on the survey than Estonia, which only comes in on the 18th place.101

Estonia therefore needs to urgently consider ways to stay at the top of the digital governance race. The highly successful roll out of the e-GA’s activities, its global partnerships specifically with small countries, and increasing interest of donor countries and potential clients alike, make the e-GA a high-potential export product. As noted in the e-GA’s 2018 annual report102, the institution’s main advantage is its practical experience, gained from Estonia’s own experience in becoming one of the most advanced digital societies in the world. Transferring this experience has always been one of
the main aims of the e-GA’s training programmes. Former Estonian president Toomas Hendrik Ilves highlighted the e-GA’s function as “shaping a new way of thinking in terms of how society as a whole is changing in the digital age”, as a central vehicle to add “chapters to the success story of Estonia’s e-state”, and contribute to the understanding of the digitalised society and analyzing the problems and opportunities it presents.103

Recommendation

The constraints created by the current e-GA structure can effectively be overcome by harnessing its reputation and good relationships with other countries. The e-GA should create a network of satellite e-GA chapters in each partner country to capture the knowledge on best practices, challenges and opportunities of e-Governance generated in the specific country contexts, and feed them into a digital resource centre that enables discussions and exchanges among actors and allows them to expand their digital expertise.

Each chapter would gather information in its community and provide feedback on best practices, challenges, pitfalls, to help further evolve model. An online platform, administered by the Tallinn-based e-GA, functions as an umbrella organization that gathers and consolidates best practices, works with local chapters to overcome barriers, and pools expertise to ensure that e-Governance principles continuously evolve. Estonia’s X-Road framework integrates services from all parts of government as well as private or civil society groups according to protocols that govern data exchange and security standards. Estonia could build on this expertise and apply this technology to ensuring the secure storing and exchange of data among partners of the e-GA network.

Moreover, Estonia could seek to expand synergies between the e-GA network and other areas of collaboration as part of FORTIS. Given many small countries’ lack of experience with robust cyber security structures, in particular among public officials, Estonia could integrate Cyber Hygiene training programs, as suggested under the chapter on education in this report, into its partnerships.

As confirmed in several interviews conducted by the Capstone Team in Tallinn in March 2019, [n]there is a strong demand by partner countries to have their own “Centers of Excellence” of e-Governance. While these require significant investment and expertise, the satellite e-GAs could lay the foundation for a more sophisticated network in the future. Mechanisms for cooperation or integration with the small state institute would allow for a deep analysis recurring challenges and research on emerging approaches.

Ensuring the ongoing support and sustainability of its initiatives is particularly important against the backdrop of the possibly limited capacity of small states to embrace e-Governance due to “considerable challenges [...] including the high cost of technology, the lack of infrastructure, limited

103. Speaking at the conference marking the 10th anniversary of the e-Governance Academy; THI
human capital and weak private sector.” ¹⁰⁴ This highlights the central character of e-Governance as going beyond the computerization of government operations as a process that supports fundamental elements of good governance.

Moreover, this two-way knowledge exchange allows the e-GA to operate in a modular structure and extend its service portfolio, by tailoring and recommending solutions to countries based on their characteristics. As countries grow richer, the demand for services by citizens increases. The 2018 UN e-Government Survey highlights the many and complex opportunities for deploying e-Government to build resilient societies, including basic services such as health, education, water and sanitation, as well as sound infrastructure and utilities as pre-conditions. ¹⁰⁵

Questions around implementation of such diverse e-Government solutions come up regularly and are often very similar. The demand for tailored e-Governance assistance in specific policy areas was confirmed in interviews conducted by the Capstone Team with several small states’ Permanent Representatives to the UN. ¹⁰⁶

Estonia should therefore aim to expand its portfolio of e-Governance assistance to provide a set of e-services in areas such as health, education, and basic services. This flexible focus on a modular structure of e-services brings further benefits: it allows countries with less robust democratic institutions or levels of governance to build and expand their e-Governance capabilities, by slowly gaining the population’s trust in its digital capabilities in a few non-controversial areas; tangible benefits for citizens will lead to universal use of e-Government services, making such platforms also suitable for broad-based participatory policy making.

Countries can thus help each other deal with challenges they face in grappling with unexpected policy hurdles and unfamiliar regulatory issues. It gives those countries time to address the digital divide: despite some development gains and major investments made in several countries, the e-Government and digital divides persist. Fourteen countries among those with a low E-Government Development Index (EGDI)¹⁰⁷ are African and belong to the least developed countries. ¹⁰⁸ Machine Learning modelling can support this process to build a predictive model to assess countries’ needs based on specific criteria.

The financing of such an extended structure requires creative solutions. Estonia recently partnered with other countries to set up a Global Trust Fund for Digital Development. More flexible in distribution of funds and conditions than some multilateral funding sources, such a Trust Fund could be a promising way of ensuring a continuous stream of resources that goes beyond merely project-based funding as is currently the case.

In addition, the e-GA network should consider charging for some of its services, which come on top of a basic free-of-charge set of services. Such a differentiated pricing structure would provide

¹⁰⁵ UN E-Gov Survey 2018
¹⁰⁶ Interview conducted by the Capstone team in New York between February and April 2019
¹⁰⁷ UN E-Gov Survey 2018
¹⁰⁸ Ibid.
further flexibility in adapting its service offering to needs and capacities of partner countries.

**Short term:**
1. Discuss with current e-GA partnership countries the interest, potential structure and added value of setting up satellite e-GAs;
2. Consider funding opportunities to overcome project-based funding, including via the Global Trust Fund for Digital Development, and creating a catalogue of core and extended services with a differentiated pricing structure;
3. Draft a branding strategy that highlights elements of partnership over leadership;
4. Liaise with universities in Estonia to become part of an expert network on e-governance and build a Global University Leaders Forum around e-Governance;
5. Borrowing from the model of the StartUp Nations Policy Hack\(^{109}\), set-up a yearly hackathon on the sidelines of the e-Governance Summit (s. below), in which coders from all partner countries are invited to hack policy challenges related to e-Governance.

**Medium term:**
1. Identify a group of pilot countries; build mechanisms for structure into current cooperation with those countries, i.e. start collecting best practices, problems and challenges;
2. Add a section to the annual e-Governance Conference for strategizing, exchange and planning for partner countries and market the e-Governance Conference as the premiere forum to lead global conversations; focus areas could include public-private partnerships in procurement, path dependency versus disruption in government innovation, etc;
3. Expand university cooperation to include student exchanges, visiting professorships and PhD-level research groups.

**Long term:**
1. Use the Conference to bring together business, government, academic and civil society leaders from around the world to help shape global, regional and national agendas on e-Governance;
2. Expand existing partnerships with UNDP and other multilateral bodies (Worldbank, OECD, etc) to become the key institution for implementation-focused digital governance policy.

---

Rationale

This network-based structure will allow Estonia to prototype some of the concepts it has successfully tested within the EU in its collaboration with other countries. These include e-Twinning and digital youth exchanges, to ensure a peer-to-peer approach to knowledge exchange. The success and harnessing potential of the annual Tallinn-based e-Governance conference should be internalized by expanding the conference to become a yearly gathering of all e-GA chapters, to share world-class digital practices, learn from different models of digital transformation, collaborate to solve common problems, and support and champion the network’s application of e-services in a meaningful and future-oriented way. The e-Gov policy Hack will pool disruptive thinking from each chapter to create new solutions for emerging challenges.

In order to distinguish itself from other global and especially UN-based fora, the e-Governance conference will have an applied focus on implementation and bilateral partnerships, rather than lengthy policy papers. The potential shortage of human resources and expertise can be overcome by engaging universities in partner countries to contribute research capacity and expert advice, to create a network of experts on e-Governance among small countries.

This model harnesses the power of decentralized networks to create smart societies and ensures coherent use of digital technologies across policy areas and levels of government. It allows Estonia to lead in partnership, while expanding the Estonian brand of e-Governance, generating trust in both its methodology and e-Governance overall. Especially in areas, where interconnectivity and collaboration are important — in norm setting and cyber security, among others— collaboration and exchange could be fruitful.

Finally, e-Governance is not possible without national political leadership, despite its technical success. In Estonia, e-Governance is anchored on a national vision, which serves as a unifying mechanism. It is critical for all of the actors, involved in the project of e-Governance, to understand that e-Governance is not just a technology project, but rather a government transformation initiative. The success of Estonia’s initiative corresponds to a variety of favorable factors provided by its societal structure, such as moderate population size, highly educated citizens, lack of production-economic base, and financial capital to invest in the ICTs.
FORUM ON GLOBAL DATA AND AI ETHICS

Medium Term - somewhat hard

Setting the Scene

Estonia has pledged to be “an advocate” for common interests of small states for its 2020-2021 UNSC term.[110] It is, therefore, crucial to identify what the common security interests of small states are, including security interests which are sine qua non of stability and development.[111] For example, when the United States had announced its withdrawal from the Paris Agreement in 2017, the rest of the signatories, especially the small states, actively made efforts to hold it together.[112] Small states understand that seismic threats like climate change require a multilateral response within the framework of international law rather than actions by individual nations.

Small states need agile responses to evolving threats. For example, Estonia became the first country to set up virtual embassies outside of its borders to backup personal data in case of another major cyberattack.[113] Rwanda has teamed up with an American drone company to deliver medical supplies and blood to remote areas with no accessible infrastructure.[114] Costa Rica has committed to complete decarbonization by the year 2050, not only out of environmental or economic but also national security implications.[115]

One emerging security issue that small states are already taking leadership on is data and artificial intelligence (AI) ethics. Mishandling of one’s data have already led to financial and physical vulnerability. Leaving machines to make decisions based on faulty or biased data could also have far-reaching security implications. But small states are already taking lead on these urgent dilemmas.

---

For example, Singapore is a global leader in both ‘regtech’, which facilitates regulatory compliances, and ‘legaltech’, which helps with contracts and litigations. ESTONIA is already grappling with how far AI should be integrated in the legal decision-making process. There are already plenty of other international-level debates on the security implications of AI and data ethics but it is the small states actually taking initiative.

**Recommendation**

Therefore, small states should leverage their agile governance structures, burgeoning human capital, and commitment to the rule of law to set the global legal standards for data and AI FORTIS, under Estonia’s leadership, should create its own Forum on Global Data and AI Ethics. FORTIS could establish itself as the promoter, if not the guardian of the rules-based international order, and the premier forum on international AI and data legal standards. Moreover, FORTIS would work towards strengthening mutual trust by gathering best practices and expertise.

**Short-term:**

1. The forum should take place in conjunction with other major international gatherings such as the United Nations General Assembly or the FORTIS summit. It will be an informal session to facilitate dialogue amongst officials.

2. The meetings will have to be initiated by at least the five small state leaders in data governance - Estonia, Singapore, Finland, Denmark, and Israel.

3. These states should invite other small states who are not as digitally advanced but willing to learn and help shape the global agenda on the topic.

**Medium-term:**

1. The forum should start inviting larger countries as observers as well as experts from the private sector and civil society.

2. The global debate on data governance and AI ethics will be inevitably influenced by the policies of larger countries, so it’s important to still include their input. This is an opportunity for small states to strengthen partnerships with countries like Japan, Canada, and France who want to start working on international law on data and AI ethics but have not been gaining as much traction.

3. Since the private sector is the most important consumer and producer of data and AI technology around the globe, the private sector needs to be engaged in the dialogue.

**Long-term:**

1. The forum should establish its official annual meeting, with a rotation of host countries.

2. The leader of each delegation will be nominated by the respective government.

---

Although many small states including Estonia, Singapore, and Finland are developing their own AI strategies and data governance models, the world is at an inflection point in which there needs to be at least a multilateral dialogue on how to govern data and AI internationally before the technologies become too precarious to manage.

**Rationale**

Estonia is already a global leader in e-governance, cybersecurity, and recently, AI ethics. Estonia is exploring AI as the next step of innovation in e-governance, especially in terms of improving interoperability. Estonia hosts one of the major machine learning and data science conferences for developers called North Star AI. Although the issues of data and AI ethics may initially concern developed small states, this may also provide an opportunity for all small states to learn and exert their own input on the international stage, and help shaping the future of humanity.

Estonia already sets an example to others on how to transform itself into a global leader in digital governance despite a late start and limited resources. Furthermore, by representing the common interests of small states, Estonia can ensure that the future of data and AI ethics are not dominated by major powers like the U.S., China, and Russia. As of now, small states like Finland, Denmark, and Singapore are grappling with the issues of data and AI ethics on their own. Estonia could play the critical role of bringing the best ideas and practices together to form a global legal framework.

This active leadership role could begin as soon as the UNSC term starts. Estonia must continue harnessing its innovative example and its commitment to small state interests in order to help set the international norms and laws on data and AI ethics.

---

Area of Digitalization 2.3

E-CIVIL SOCIETY

Long Term - hard

Setting the Scene

Global movements ranging from #MeToo to the Arab Spring, and from #JeSuisCharlie to #RefugeesWelcome have rattled the status quo of what civic engagement can look like. At the core of this digitally-rooted activism is social media, in which online groups overcome well-known obstacles to participation - such as time constraints, lack of skills, and low income.123

Digital advocates exist in small states. Recently, Facebook and Instagram-based #MyEstoniaToo movement erupted following the 2019 Estonian parliamentary elections124 From a single Facebook page with 27,000 followers, over 1,000 organizers coordinated a “concert at the Tallinn Song Festival Grounds […] in support of its message […] encouraging a more tolerant Estonia, [where] more than 10,000 people turned up to support.”125 Digital platforms have helped facilitate civil society’s community-driven incubation and mobilization.126

Before assessing the potential of online outreach or advocacy, it is important to contextualize Estonian civil society. Similar to other small states, Estonia’s civil society plays a crucial role in advancing issues and contributing to social change.127 This is by no means specific to Estonia. The Norwegian government sees itself as dependent on civil society in order for changes to come to life and materialize; according to the Minister Counsellor of Norway’s Mission to the United Nations, the small Nordic country craves a vital and vocal civil society.128

Estonia is a small state whose civil society is not often at the forefront of the news. As a post-soviet country, Estonia’s civil society organizations are considered advanced in the region, topping the United States Agency for International Development’s Civil Society Organization Sustainability Index for Central and Eastern Europe and Eurasia for 2016129 According to Martin Noorkõiv, chair of the Network of Estonian Nonprofit Organizations, not only does the Estonian government nearly completely fund civil society organizations, but also many ministries form strategic collaborations with them.130 It is a form of public-private partnerships.

Challenge

Despite the Estonian government’s strong relationship with civil society, the question arises: how can more citizens be engaged in today’s digital era? Estonia is already a hyper-connected digital society, yet civil society still remains isolated in local contexts, bound by national borders.131 In parallel to this challenge, digital platforms have yet to be formalized for advocates who utilize social media networks, as detailed in a study that argues Estonian social media has the opportunity to “be a more important channel to young people’s participation, since the level of participation has previously been low.”132

Due to the international realm’s political and structural complications, collaboration among small state governments and their civil society stakeholders has yet to bring substantial impact to high-level multilateral discussions. Additionally, Estonia’s civil society organizations rarely seek engagement and cooperation outside of Estonia, and at most is constrained within the Baltic region.133 For many small states with conventional financial and political constraints, when civil society is consciously and subconsciously limited to artificial borders, this in turn restricts the possibilities for expansive and effective partnerships.

Recommendation

In order to elevate civil society to meet the demands of the 21st century’s online presence and global interconnectedness, as suggested by the chair of the Network of Estonian Nonprofit Organizations, Martin Noorkõiv, the Estonian government should broaden its support of civil society to include digital advocacy, and offer financial and political support to social media-based advocacy groups similar to the treatment they offer civil society organizations.134 For example, each ministry should designate a government official who is already involved in community relations, partnerships, and outreach to serve as a point of contact for digital advocacy groups whose missions align with the ministry. In doing so, the ministry official can explore collaborative initiatives with these groups in a similar manner to what is already being done with legally-recognized civil society organizations in Estonia.

Estonia is recommended to engage with other governments and civil society stakeholders interested in exchanging and empowering each other with highly connected networks; through multilateral platforms, Estonia can animate e-civil society as a mechanism for social change and collective action. Regardless of the presence of civil society and the level of cooperation civil society organizations may have with their respective governments, the potential for collaboration exists
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through common platforms such as efforts revolving around protecting and preserving the environment or promoting education.

Therefore, Estonia and small states with complementary relationships with their civil society organizations can create — through FORTIS - an informal consultation mechanism for civil society known as a Small State Civil Society Forum, in which participating small states and civil society stakeholders share best practices, and methods for governmental cooperation and engagement with civil society partners.

Critical non-governmental and stakeholders will also be present at these forums to contribute their perspectives and expertise as well. Discussions should also involve themes pertaining to digital and technological relevance in the civil society world, as such discourse will pave the way for civil society organizations to form civil society networks centered on collectively tackling global issues.

**Short-term**

1. The Estonian government determines a criteria for identifying digital advocacy groups that are viable partners based on qualifications such as size, influence, and so on

2. Each ministry should assign a government official focused on community outreach to serve as a point of contact for digital advocacy groups whose missions align with the ministry

3. The Estonian Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Information Technology can help modernize existing civil society organizations that have yet to incorporate digital technology into operational, fundraising and promotional strategies

**Medium-term**

1. Institutionalize and host an annual Small State Civil Society Forum through FORTIS to act as a consultation mechanism for civil society organizations and formalize international collaboration amongst small states, civil society organizations, and other non-governmental stakeholders

2. Exchange digital and non-digital best practices among governmental and civil society partners through multilateral organizations including FORTIS and the United Nations

3. The Estonian government kickstarts financial support and political collaboration with digital advocacy groups apace with financial and political cooperation received by legally-recognized civil society organizations

**Long-term**

1. Digitally revolutionize the concept of civil society into e-civil society on a global scale, with the ultimate goal of ensuring all civil society organizations have strong digital foundations.
Rationale

In today’s digital world, civil society has found creative ways to enhance and amplify their advocacy. However, especially within small states with limited human capacity, people concentrate on advancing their own domestic situations rather than broadening their attention to global efforts.\(^{135}\) That being said, by strengthening civil societies financially and digitally, and by harnessing the collective energy and momentum of small states on an international platform, Estonia and other small states can garner greater impact to further social agendas such as limiting the effects of climate change or ensuring educational equity.

Estonia is also in an opportune position, given its digitalization expertise. Thus, the Estonian government will elevate the way in which small state civil society organizations realize global impact and influence because the digital champion is best equipped to upgrade civil society beyond traditional limitations through the use of digitalization and multilateral fora.

Acknowledging the importance of civil society, Estonia has already witnessed its locally inspired and internationally renowned civil society organization, Let’s Do It Foundation, mobilizing tens of millions to tackle environmental and social problems in over 150 countries\(^{137}\) Indeed, digital platforms have become increasingly important in terms of Estonian civil participation: “existing studies in Estonia point out that online and offline participation can be interrelated, and new modes of participation tend to be more employed by active youths to reinforce existing forms and levels of engagement.”\(^{138}\)

This is why, Let’s Do It Foundation’s rise to international fame stroked the curiosity of small state-born nonprofit organizations which realize that they must be more creative and resourceful in contrast to nonprofits founded in large states which have the ability to easily inspire large movements; for instance, many small state delegations have visited and interviewed Let’s Do It Foundation’s leadership team to learn how they can emulate the Estonian nonprofit’s success.\(^{139}\)

Among other reasons for its success, the foundation’s Head of Partnerships, Kadi Kenk, believes the grassroots movement benefited from extensive social media which produced much visual content, enabled translations, and ensured global access.\(^{140}\) In parallel to Kenk’s analysis of social media’s intersection with civil society, Noorköiv also recognizes the role of social media groups as they engage with populations in the same method civil societies do, the only difference being that social media’s effect and influence is derived from digital advocacy.\(^{141}\)

Consequently, Estonia has the ability to advance civil society even further - digitally and technologically - in order to transcend any and all characteristically small state challenges pertaining to civil society.
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POLICY AREA 03.

Diplomacy
Diplomacy is the primary means for small states to amplify their voices and advance their values in the international community. Many small states have creatively and strategically harnessed their diplomatic relations and participation in multilateral platforms to secure their interests as well as defending the rules-based order. Given limited manpower and gross domestic product capacity, small states have successfully leveraged their dynamic governance structure, high human capital, and keen sense of cooperation to earn prestige on the international stage.

FORTIS will serve as a key platform for Estonia and other small states to synergize their diplomatic strengths for the goal of exerting more positive influence on the international community. Estonia has already set an example for other small states by not only building a world-class digital society but also sharing its development model with the rest of the international community.

Yet, this is just one of many other areas in which small states like Estonia could lead in. FORTIS will provide Estonia with a wide range of diplomatic tools as well as options to rally other small states in order to effectively tackle global challenges at low cost.
03. **Area of Diplomacy 3.1.**

E-HERITAGE

**Medium Term - Somewhat Hard**

**Setting the Scene**

Migration is a constant factor in human history. In many ways, migration can contribute to a country’s development through the sending of remittances, knowledge transfer and diaspora commercial activity. At the same time, especially small states are grappling with the so-called brain-drain, i.e. the emigration of highly skilled nationals. Moreover, many small states have lost significant portions of their nationals through traumatic events. Especially Pacific Island States and Caribbean small states face negative net migration rates. El Salvador, for example, in 2017 had a negative net migration rate 202,000 people. At a population of just over 6 million, this represents close to 3.3% of the population lost in one year to emigration.

Through World War II (WWII), Estonia lost a considerable part of its population. Approximately 200,000 people were displaced from the Baltics and more than 11 million from all over Europe. Many people were displaced by effects of the war, others resettled through Soviet-led redistribution programs. Overall, about 23 percent of the population are reported to have been relocated from Estonia and other Baltic countries, and more than 95,000 of those relocated to Siberia by the Soviet Union. These populations scattered throughout the world later, as some formed local enclaves that retained their Estonian Heritage, whereas others dispersed. From a small state perspective, this represents a significant group of people with cultural ties to the country’s issues and heritage.

Norway presents another example: there are almost as many people of Norwegian ancestry in the United States (4.2 million) as in Norway (5.3 million). Countries like Ireland have strong ties with their 2nd and even 3rd generation of emigres citizens. In part thanks to programs funded by the Irish government, many third generation immigrants proudly self-identify as Irish-American. This, for better or worse, has enabled Ireland to wield more political capital through the U.S. then it would typically have if the current inhabitants of the island just represented it on the international stage.

---
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Two definitions of heritage are important to the cultural identities of small states. One is focused on tradition. The second is something transmitted by or acquired from a predecessor.\textsuperscript{150} These are both valuable concepts that expand the soft power of small states. In Estonia, e-Residency evolved into a viable governance program for the digital age. The process allows for the foundations of business to be initiated from anywhere in the world. Currently the process of getting your e-Residency card costs 100 Euros plus processing fees.

Although the e-Residency process was revolutionary when it started, its security and verifications standards are held to a high standard to help ensure banking fraud is not committed. These standards allow for verification of identity but they utilize legacy technology that can be leapfrogged by focusing on a new problem sets outside the EU Regulations.\textsuperscript{151}

**Challenge**

Moreover, small states have limited human capital and other resources compared to bigger countries. Due to the limited perceived voices of small states, specific challenges of many are never heard on the international stage until they reach a critical mass. The cost of instituting e-Residency provides a barrier that resource-deprived small states have difficulty justifying.

**Recommendation**

As part of FORTIS, Estonia can offer an updated kind of e-Residency as e-Heritage to other small states. The requirements for verification and security could be reduced by limiting the burden of verification giving small states a first step into digital governance. Digital fingerprints and facial recognitions could be combined with medical information to provide a multi-factor authentication providing strong verification criteria.

It could also simply be a declaration of empathy for the small states’ history and culture. By providing a digital solution that does not require a physical card or the expense sending it, Estonia can offer a form of e-Governance to small states. This e-Heritage platform could become the standard for digital identification. This identification platform will provide a strong security network for individuals within the context of disasters.

Short-term:
1. Initiate e-Heritage pen pal program with one Estonian school and one school with a large Estonian diaspora heritage.
2. Develop criteria for an e-Heritage platform that streamlines the processes of e-Residency and allows for maximum deployment throughout the world.

Medium-erm:
1. Actively market e-Heritage to people with Estonian heritage through DNA sites and in-hubs of Estonian diaspora from WWII their descendants and diaspora that formed following the collapse of the USSR.
2. Within the UN Security Council, propose e-Heritage as a viable first step to provide displaced people from war torn regions with a digital record of their lives and backgrounds that could be accessed from any digital platform.

Long-term:
1. Harness the power of e-Heritage as a security platform for small states to rally support in times of international crises. Programs connecting residents of small states with e-Heritage diaspora could provide a catalyst for enhanced tourism as well as offer substantial networks for residents to access in case of disasters.

Rationale
By providing Estonia and other small states with a platform to connect with diaspora throughout the world, small states and the people of small states will strengthen their cultural identity. e-Heritage will act as a backstop for identification for people of small states in case of disasters, natural or man-made. Small states could issue e-Heritage as a backup documentation.

Finally, by connecting these groups through something tangible, the cultures of people will dramatically strengthen security through this cultural connection.
03. Area of Diplomacy 3.2.

E-EMBASSY

Medium Term - Somewhat Hard

Setting the Scene and Challenge

Small states lack the human and financial resources to open permanent diplomatic locations in every region, let alone every state. Estonia hosts 46 foreign embassies and consulates in Estonia and Estonia itself has 31 Embassies and 99 Consulates all over the world. Many of its consuls are honorary.152

In an interview, Ambassador Daniel Schaeer of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) recounted his experience as Ambassador-at-large to Kosovo, Serbia, Montenegro, and North Macedonia.153 The decision to have his office in Estonia, specifically Tallinn, and have him divide his time among these four countries more or less equally allowed him to focus on each country. The traditional alternative would have been to have him physically locating his mission in Serbia, where he would naturally also spend the most of his time. His location would inevitably have dictated a stronger connection with Serbia at the expense of the other three countries.

The Swiss Ambassador Weschler is credited with being an early adopter of the Pop-Up Embassy model with Australia, the Netherlands, and Haiti, which broke the structure of physical limitation as practiced in the application of historic diplomatic norms.154 155 Haiti opened a pop–up embassy in Washington D.C. to showcase the products of Haitian American entrepreneurs to help drive sales of goods from Haiti.156 These diplomatic events drive awareness of a country with their focus on issues or events.

The e–Government Academy and Lift99 in Estonia both have visitors to Estonia basing some or all of their operations out of the co–working spaces available to them in Tallinn.157 158 These spaces offer many benefits. The delegations pay only for the days they in fact use the spaces; and they have access to conference and meeting rooms, desk space and, most importantly, they are connected with locals’ who use the space as well. This creates connection between host nation citizens and foreign delegations enabling better understanding of regional complexities.

Recommendation

As part of FORTIS, small states can designate or brand locations at co-working spaces and sites as preferred pop-up embassy locations for diplomats and official visiting delegations. These FORTIS embassy locations will facilitate dialog among small states both in terms of economic development and diplomacy by creating spaces where diplomats from small states congregate when they are away from their flagship embassies it will expand their networking opportunities building bonds that will help keep small states connected.

**Short-term:**

1. The MFA identifies pop-up embassy locations and designates them as FORTIS embassies. The diplomatic community is informed of these locations and the resources associated with these facilities that are available to their visiting diplomatic missions.

2. MFA contacts local coworking/incubator sites in Tallinn and arranges for diplomats and official small state delegations to have priority for conference rooms and workspaces. The rooms and space dedicated with FORTIS welcome visiting foreign delegations much like a branded airport lounge creates a space of comfort in a busy airport.

3. Through model UN initiate co-hosted events with other small states at Pop Up-Embassy locations raising awareness in Estonia. By including students who are participating in Model UN the locations of the designated Pop-Up Embassies can be established as spaces of international public connection and debates. This will offer students the chance to interact with actual diplomats in the international arena.

**Medium-term:**

1. Maintain an informational document detailing costs and events in Estonia and from other small states providing a general template and analysis of the benefits to both visiting and visited states proposing that they join the FORTIS e-Embassy network and or create their own dedicated e-Embassies.

**Long-term:**

1. MFA analyzes the short and midterm e-Embassy initiatives and determines if a dedicated building for diplomatic co-working space within the FORTIS architecture is appropriate within the regional Flagship. By providing the short and midterm solutions Estonia can gage the utility of dedicating a building for diplomatic missions to Estonia providing more robust diplomatic spaces for visiting delegations.
Rationale

Many of these recommendations are already implemented in Estonia in an organic way although not under the umbrella of an organization like FORTIS. As mentioned above co-working spaces are already being used by delegations, Australia and Switzerland already have successfully held Pop-Up Embassies. Bringing them under the umbrella of FORTIS and expanding would structure the process and provide a model for a global platform of agile diplomac.

By restructuring the physical locations of diplomacy small states can start to level the playing field by working together. The benefit of shared working space is a concept that was first initiated by Bell Labs and is now foundational approach used by many tech startups since it increases connections between people and thereby further stimulates synapses that drive progress.\textsuperscript{159}

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

Long Term - Hard

Setting the Scene

Natural disasters carry significant human and economic costs, and nowhere are economic ramifications more visible than in small states.\(^{160}\) Small states incur, on average an annual cost of two percent of their GDP; that is 4 times higher than that for larger countries. For more severe disasters, the cost for small states can go up to 15% to 30% of GDP. These are levels of devastation that larger states will almost never experience.\(^{161}\) Specifically, in smaller Middle Eastern countries, 16 percent of the population is affected when a disaster strikes compared to one percent in their larger neighbors, and a 16 percent in small countries compared to 2.5 percent in large countries in Latin America and the Caribbean.\(^{162}\) These effects are even more prevalent at a time where small states have experienced a dramatic increase in the number of catastrophes\(^ {163}\) For Estonia, in particular, the key areas of concern are winter storms, forest fires and flooding.\(^ {164}\)

In light of these characteristic statistics, small states are well placed to lead from the frontlines and become drivers of change and leaders in innovation to help mitigate the impact of these disasters: according to Dr Zsuzsanna Jakab, WHO Regional Director for Europe, “Small countries are at particular risk [of climate change]. Fortunately, small states have intrinsic strategic agility, often offering innovative solutions, serving as catalysts of global change. We count on and learn from their experience in tackling environmental challenges.”\(^ {165}\)

Digital innovation can bring solutions to sectors that have previously lacked access to technology. Disaster management is one of the areas where this gap has existed. The continuous development in technological innovation suggests that technology stands to make its most significant societal impact in the humanitarian sector.\(^ {166}\) As of 2017, the overall and increased demand for disaster relief support has become unprecedented\(^ {167}\) This is an example in which small states can become influential players and make significant contributions towards providing digital solutions for a growing challenge.
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**Challenge**

According to the World Economic Forum, “In 2017, the American Red Cross delivered more relief support than it had in the previous four years combined.”\(^{168}\) The effects of climate change are projected to worsen and continue to affect small states disproportionately.\(^{169}\) This will invariably have a negative impact on the various economic sectors and ecosystems that are crucial to these countries. Tackling the debilitating effects of climate change should be a global priority, however, the investments put towards providing a solution do not match the level of urgency required.\(^{170}\) The adjustment needs of small states remain underfunded by up to $1 billion annually.\(^{171}\) Due to the disadvantage of small states in size, skills, manpower, and financial resources,\(^{172}\) and as small states disproportionally bear the brunt of the effect of these challenges, there is enormous pressure for them to strategize and contribute to the world in a manner that compensates for these limitations. Digital solutions can help address some of these environmental disasters.

The legal principles and division of labor amongst government agencies surrounding crisis management in Estonia are regulated by emergency law.\(^{173}\) Crisis management committees have been formed in different parts of Estonia. Rescue centers have developed crisis communication skills; and carried out a nation-wide radio communication system to facilitate information exchange between agencies.\(^{174}\) Additional training has been carried out across the country and investments have been made in equipment to combat the effects of flooding and storms. However, more can still be undertaken in the area of disaster management. The efforts of the Estonian Academy of Security Sciences, for example, can be expanded. It is already carrying out virtual training exercises which help in both the training and development of crisis management specialists both locally and regionally.\(^{175}\)

**Opportunity**

Estonia has become synonymous with digital advancement. This has made administrative, legal, and business transactions more efficient and more transparent. These developments have changed the mindset of Estonia’s government to one that adapts its policy and regulatory framework to the changes in innovative technology.\(^{176}\) Therefore, Estonia can readily take on a new challenge, by marrying already existing expertise and systems with new ones specifically designed to address disaster management.

Estonia has fully embraced digitization and is now viewed as a pioneer. Today, Estonia is considered one of the most advanced e-governments in the world. The use of technology is dominant in the private and public sector.

---
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A new company can be set up in 20 minutes, close to 95 percent of Estonians declare their income online, just to name a few ways digital has come to be part of the everyday life of Estonia. Estonia’s digital journey has been informed by a need to compensate for the small number of public servants.

With the help of digital tools, Estonia can cooperate with other small states and liaise with key multilateral institutions on the mechanisms that are already in place to better address disaster management. Investments can be made in disruptive technologies such as drones to help with monitoring, detecting, and access. Estonia could promote the application of the already established national e-ID system to help with quick identification when disaster strikes, and in the event of displacement. The national e-ID system can provide crucial information to first responders providing assistance to those in need of medical attention based on their digitally stored health records. Moreover, Estonia should consider specialized training in disaster management to university students who are already pursuing studies in the digital field. Lastly, training of these digital solutions should be extended to responders.

**Recommendation**

Estonia can continue to position herself as a valuable partner and boost foreign relations with other small countries by leveraging the country’s digital knowhow to meet the growing challenge of disaster management. Estonia’s Disaster Relief Team meets international standards and can be well trained and equipped for international rescue missions. Through technology countries can not only intervene when disaster strikes, but also take preemptive measures. Opportunities lie within these gaps. By incorporating technology in seeking solutions and developing mechanisms to better manage disasters, Estonia is consistent with her brand as a digital innovator and problem solver.

**Short term:**

1. Engage in discussions with small states and their relevant public institutions that deal with environmental protection and disaster management. Given Estonia’s growing relationship with African countries and following the complete destruction countries in Southern Africa have faced due to the recent Cyclone Idai, this would be a timely initiative. The total devastation that has followed as a result, with some cities like Beira in Mozambique counting 90 percent damage. Beyond Africa, Estonia has in the past contributed to Caribbean Islands that were hardest hit in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma, by contributing 30,000 euros in relief. Given Estonia’s recent participation at both the AU and CARICOM, both of these forums represent a good opportunity to explore possibilities for increased engagement through the use of digital innovation.

---

Medium-term:

1. Identify a number of countries where pilot projects and partnerships can be established. The choice should be made based on countries that have shown the most interest and commitment in tackling the issue of disaster management as a national priority. Partnerships can be established by continuing to be involved and represented in different multilateral discussions around digital inclusion. There are many opportunities to leapfrog and gaps to be filled, especially in the developing world.

Following the adoption of the AU Humanitarian Policy Framework in January 2016, the AU identified disaster management as a key area that needed more attention. The African Risk Capacity (ARC) and the African Union Department for Rural Economy and Agriculture (DREA) held discussions end of last year around the theme “Transforming Disaster Risk Financing towards Agenda 2063” and the ARC has provided institutional support in disaster risk management to 16 out of 34 countries that are ARC treaty signatories in addition to $400 million of policies drought insurance. The ARC is currently supported by the United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Canada, France, The Rockefeller Foundation and the United States. There is room for Estonia to engage the AU in talks about expanding partnership beyond just e-governance training and into the realm of disaster management.

2. Disaster Relief International was established in 1948 by William Zimchin, an Estonian immigrant. The organization aims to “to equip health professionals in resource-poor communities to meet the challenges of diagnosing and caring for people without regard to politics, religion, or ability to pay.” The work and outreach capabilities of this organization can greatly benefit from Estonia’s technological saviness, which can help create faster and more efficient ways of delivering medical equipment and emergency care after the disaster hits.

3. Source funding from international organizations such as ITU which are invested in seeing increased incorporation of technology in disaster management. ITU recently released a report on “use and opportunities of ICTs and disruptive technologies for disaster risk reduction and management.

Long term:

1. Estonia’s Disaster Relief team meets international standards and is equipped to participate in international rescue and reconstruction missions. Implement adequate training programs for EDRF team members on how to use technology to respond to these disasters. With the use of technology, the EDRF team does not necessarily have to travel to the affected areas. They can provide relief and training through digital channels.
2. The advanced National ID System in Estonia can help with the crucial identification process of people during and after disaster strikes, especially those who are most vulnerable. Beyond basic identification information, the ID-card includes information such as medical records and prescriptions. This is vital information that can be used to identify those who need immediate medical attention.

3. Training programs for university students who are already in the Digital/STEM field and disaster response teams. Set up some type of digital consulting service (This can be done in partnership with stakeholders such as: Ministry of Education and The Department of Rescue and Crisis Management Policy at the Ministry of the Interior in Estonia) where the trained individuals can share their expertise via online correspondence or exchange work visits.

Rationale

By exploring a new challenge such as disaster management, Estonia can become a prominent voice in the fight against climate change, a cause that requires collective efforts, expertise, and a heightened culture of preparedness. Estonia’s digital track record is well documented and has garnered the respect and admiration of its peers.

Estonia has become a trailblazer in the digital world and this technical know-how has slowly developed into the country’s soft power catalyst. Estonia’s message has resonated around the world, from Africa to neighboring European countries, and foreign leaders have turned to Estonia for guidance and expertise to help fulfill their own digital aspirations. Most recently, Estonia signed a Memorandum with the African Union on the development of a training system for E-governance. This sets a good precedent for the exportation of Estonia’s digital expertise.

Given the rest of the world’s keen interest in adopting Estonia’s best practices, the country is best placed to pioneer digital solutions that tackle new challenges, such as the growing risks and disasters brought about by climate change. Therefore, Estonia is in the best position to expand its digital footprint into the humanitarian sector. Beyond being a voice for the promotion of a more digitally inclusive, solution-oriented world, exploring the aforementioned possibilities is a good way to create allies and long lasting partnerships.
There are many opportunities to leapfrog and gaps to be filled, especially in the developing world. Following the adoption of the AU Humanitarian Policy Framework in January 2016, the AU identified disaster management as a key area that needed more attention.193

The African Risk Capacity (ARC) and the African Union Department for Rural Economy and Agriculture (DREA) held discussions end of last year around the theme “Transforming Disaster Risk Financing towards Agenda 2063” and the ARC has provided institutional support in disaster risk management to 16 out of 34 countries that are ARC treaty signatories in addition to $400 million of policies drought insurance.194 The ARC is currently supported by the United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Canada, France, The Rockefeller Foundation and the United States195

Estonia can continue to position herself as a valuable partner and boost foreign relations with other small countries by leveraging the country’s digital knowhow to meet the growing challenge of disaster management. Estonia’s Disaster Relief Team meets international standards[196] and can be well trained and equipped for international rescue missions.

Through technology countries can not only intervene when disaster strikes, but also take preemptive measures. Opportunities lie within these gaps. By incorporating technology in seeking solutions and developing mechanisms to better manage disasters, Estonia is consistent with her brand as a digital innovator and problem solver.

Small states have always been more vulnerable in the global economy and depend on open economies\textsuperscript{197} Trade comprises a larger proportion of their economic activity, and they lack the power to set the terms or make any of the rules that govern globalization\textsuperscript{198} Some small states, while varying in their level of development and the size of their economies, share a number of intrinsic characteristics that result in particular development challenges such as vulnerability to economic shocks and lack of economies of scale.\textsuperscript{199} Further, these states share challenges associated with their geographic size, isolation, and remoteness, including weak technical capacity, limited access to affordable finance, and disproportionate impact of natural disasters and climate change.\textsuperscript{200}

Despite the disproportionate focus on their vulnerabilities, small countries have managed to deal with external pressures in different ways. A more integrated global economy enables smaller states to adapt quickly to changing conditions, and to more readily pursue strategic development policies. Openness to international trade provides small states with opportunities to address the problem of size, since it enables greater access to larger markets and thus generating economies of scale.\textsuperscript{201}

Estonia has become a textbook example of how a small country can use its resources efficiently to great effect. Estonia’s main tool has been the holistic digitalization of virtually all areas of economy, government and society. Through technology, it has transformed its economy, to become a lean, agile, a paperless digital and tech-savvy society. Its e-residency program attracts entrepreneurs and startup founders from all over the world and has made it an attractive point of entry into the EU single market.\textsuperscript{202} It’s an active member of the European Union and most international organisations and ranks very well by most global measurements when it comes to the business environment.\textsuperscript{203} Against this backdrop, the following examines a number of activities that Estonia could effectively pursue and promote through collaboration and knowledge transfer with other small states using FORTIS as a channel. FORTIS can help build capacity of small states, enable countries to share their knowledge and experiences as well as access information on how to address these development, financing, and climate challenges.
**Area of Economy 4.1.**

**JOINT TOURISM PROMOTION**

Medium Term - Somewhat hard

**Setting the Scene**

As the second-fastest growing sector in the world, the global travel and tourism industry experienced a 3.9 percent increase in 2018, contributing $8.8 trillion to the world economy as well as 319 million jobs. That is, one in ten jobs worldwide were created in the tourism industry. What’s more, job growth in tourism stimulates other parts of the economy as well including transport, food and beverage services.

This data confirms tourism as an important source of income for many economies, and one of the drivers of economic growth and job creation. This is not unique for large countries, but crucially applies to small states like Austria, Costa Rica, Denmark, Maldives, and Jamaica as well.

Tourism represents the most important part of the services trade in the majority of small states. Tourism represented 34-35 percent of total exports in small states between 1995 to 2006, contrasting with only around 10 percent of total exports in the rest of the world.

Tourism contributed 5.02 percent of total GDP in almost all of the small states, which is considerably higher than the share of about 2% of global GDP. Despite the high importance of tourism, small states have not necessarily fully realized their tourism potential.
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According to data from the UN World Tourism Organization, there will be more than 1.8 billion world travelers by 2030, increasing about 50 percent from the number making an international trip in 2015 which totaled more than 1.2 billion. Given this trend, the tourism industry has significant potential for the world, including for small states. Therefore, this can provide an opportunity for small states to increase their income by harnessing their tourist assets.

At the same time, tourism brings risks with it, including environmental degradation. A key question therefore emerges: how can tourism reach its potential as an economic opportunity and development catalyst while at the same time promoting environmental sustainability? The balanced, and effective management resources through sustainable practices will allow tourists to bring social and economic benefits to local communities, and support the protection of natural and cultural heritage. In the long run, it will enable further social, economic and cultural improvement that lead small states to long-term growth and development.

Finally, it should be noted that the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) along with the 2030 Agenda included tourism as central among the other targets, specifically in Goals 8, 12, and 14 on inclusive and sustainable use of oceans and marines’ resources, respectively.

Accordingly, by implementing sustainable tourism, small state economies around the world will advance SDG implementation on the ground, and satisfy some of the SDG obligations of small states. This also provides small states opportunities to work closely and develop and further the

**Challenge**

Small states are often associated with limited human capital, and thus, face capacity constraints that impede them in scaling up their products and services. As a consequence, they are not able to achieve economies of scale, and this results in the high or higher cost of public and private sectors.

Due to a narrow resource base and small domestic markets, the production base and exports of these countries are also often undiversified. To diversify their production, some small states try to harness their potentials in the tourism sector as one of few economic opportunities that is relatively feasible to pursue. Through the diversification of their economies, they aim to improve
their incomes. However, the aforementioned capacity and resource constraints have also hindered them to fully tap their tourist potential, trapping them in an economic vicious cycle.

In addition, some countries are struggling to promote their tourist sites to international visitors as the per capita costs of public goods and services, including cost of the effort, is relatively expensive compared to their economies. This is demonstrated by, among others, overall spending on travel and tourism promotion such as commercials, which can total a considerable part of government budgets or spending. Seychelles, Dominican Republic, and Jamaica, for instance, spent 22.4 percent, 21.8 percent, and 17.1 percent respectively of their government spending (excluding defense and welfare) on travel and tourism expenditure in 2013.

Another challenge is formulating a pro-active, sustainable export-oriented national tourism strategy that is developmental in scope and maximizes the linkages between tourism and other economic sectors. To embark on the efforts to realize their potential by defining a clear working framework and strategy, finding adequate funding, as well as integrating and advancing technology may be a daunting task for a company, and different investees require varying amounts and types of

**Recommendation**

Tourism development requires a collaborative partnership to increase the value and importance of tourism products. A joint tourism promotion with small states will enable a more integrated and innovative output that expands the efforts, leading to the achievement of all dimensions of development, including sustainable development agenda.

The similar model of cooperation has been established between some countries, such as Slovenia and Croatia, which admittedly are neighboring countries, or between cities like New York and Tokyo. There is also a collaboration between The Visegrád Group member states (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia), which are also neighboring countries. This kind of collaboration will become a complementary of such existing regional cooperation among small states, and therefore strengthen the tourism development efforts.

---
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One of the tools that can be utilized though this joint promotion is sponsored events and giveaways that specifically tie in with small states destinations. This will create a level of prestige for small states.\(^{233}\) A contest that provides winners an experience to travel to small states can be a strategy to raise awareness of this initiative and attract online followers.\(^{234}\) The world tourism day on September 27th can be considered as the day to launch this cooperation and announce this giveaway, since it will be easier for the audience to remember.

Unique digital capabilities have been one of Estonia’s competitive advantages. It is recommended for Estonia to harness this power by initiating a collaboration with small states to conduct a joint tourism promotion. Estonia can analyze and identify small states that have capacity constraints in promoting their tourism industry and countries that need to diversify their economies and would like to unleash their tourism potentials, such as Gambia,\(^{235}\) UEA,\(^{236}\) and Lao.\(^{237}\) Afterward, it can reach out to their states representatives to pitch the idea of this initiative, and work closely to develop the implementation plan, including a financial plan. Estonia may seek financial contribution from other small states such as online promotion fees, in addition to grant from multilateral organizations like the UNDP for promoting sustainable tourism.

Through this cooperation, Estonia can share and offer its expertise in technology and digitalization such as big data and AI to target potential tourists and visitors for campaigns and promotions. Estonia can develop a data unit that consists of Data Collection sub-unit for a coordinated data collection and analysis\(^{238}\) and Data Management sub-unit that will manage the data to be used for targeting the potential tourists and streamline flow of content from small states through official website and other online platforms.

Seeking a strategic partnership with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) by utilizing the concept of sustainable tourism as the key message for the campaign would be worth pursuing. Moreover, since Estonia and UNDP have launched a cooperation project to support the digital transformation of UNDP and developing countries in a high-level side event of the 73rd UN General Assembly in September 2018,\(^{239}\) Estonia can also further expand the cooperation with World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), which also has joined forces with UNDP in 2017 to ensure that tourism advances sustainable development through 2030 and beyond. Ultimately, a greater
cooperation with the private sectors such as key players in online travel apps or platforms will allow the joint promotion to have a seamless integration with transaction and thus, can be translated into the countries’ improved incomes.

An integrated brand strategy and management will play a key role in this effort since it is a basis and tool to leverage this cooperation and a means to build engagement with the audience as a collective entity. The wide array of countries participating will enable this integrated brand to reach potential market more efficiently, credibly, and memorably, stand out from the competition, and eventually will expand small states’ markets or customers’ base.

Therefore, brand management should be set as one of the deliverables of short-term plan. After the brand management plan is developed, in the mid-term, online platforms that consist of a joint website and other online platforms such as social media and mobile apps should also be created to enable the promotion and tourism packages purchasing. Later on, interactive features in these online platforms will be developed in the long-term to enhance the experience and engagement of the audience.

Greater cooperation with the private sector will also allow small states to engage with other partners from across sectors. This also accommodates small states to piggyback with partners that already have connections and capacity to reach larger markets. For instance, by collaborating with key players in travel and tourism or hospitality online platforms for special deals, promotion, and payment service. As a result, the promotion can have a seamless integration with transaction and thus, can be translated into the countries’ improved incomes. In this case, the partnership is key to success,240 since it allows centralized, ‘one-stop’ purchasing system as well as effective channel and ease to purchase tourism services from small states.241

Another way to increase the benefits for small states joining this initiative is by expanding opportunities to bundle tourism services among small states. As an example, countries that have not fully tapped their tourism potential can sell their tourism products as a package with countries with popular tourist destination. This will be beneficial for both countries as they can attract tourists with needs of popular attractions and those who have enthusiasm to explore hidden gems. Some UNESCO sites in small states for instance can become hidden gems offered by this promotion.
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Short-term:
1. Analyze and identify small states that have capacity constraints in promoting their tourism industry and countries that need to diversify their economies and would like to unleash their tourism potentials.
2. Reach out to the small states representatives to pitch the idea of collective promotions.
3. Coordinate to seek strategic a partnership with the UNDP and UNWTO.
4. Tourism Contest to visit small states.
5. Develop brand management strategy and plans.
6. Develop the MoU / framework of the cooperation.

Medium-term:
1. Look for a potential collaboration with the key players in hospitality or travel online apps or platforms.
2. Develop a joint website and other online platforms such as social media and mobile apps to enable the promotion and tourism packages purchasing.

Long-term:
1. Leverage big data to target potential tourists and visitors for campaigns and promotions.
   - Develop Data Unit to provide a functional platform and team to leverage the potential data.242
   - Standardize data process
   - Collect online data
   - Create a centralized database

Rationale
Small states often feel their voices are too small to be heard, and that their relevance to the world is underestimated. In the era of competition, where markets are constantly contested, some small states are struggling to have their potentials fully tapped. A collaboration in the form of joint tourism promotion, in this matter, will present an opportunity for them to realize their potentials, and bring mutual growth for each other. Such partnership will also complement and thus strengthen the existing cooperation they may have had before.

Looking at the challenges some small states are facing and opportunities presented for them, a tourism platform may become a solution for their capacity constraints. Scaling-up practices and joint campaigns on sustainable tourism can reduce their promotion costs, reach larger audiences, and take advantages of the expertise of more developed countries such as Estonia in technology and digitalization.

In particular, Estonia can, for example, offer technology advancement in big data and AI to target potential tourists and visitors for campaigns and promotions. According to research, tourism industry experts underline importance of coordinated data collection and analysis in an attempt to define target profiles and content in tourism industry. Therefore, Estonia’s expertise can play a key role in this initiative.

This tourism initiative is also important to widen tourism products for the small states. As tourists demand has evolved over time, there is an urgency to redefine the scope and breath of the tourism products. Small states are therefore required to promote and sell a more diversified and competitive products. Furthermore, to enhance the opportunities to develop small states’ tourism, it is necessary to increase linkages between tourism and the manufacturing sector, agriculture, and the creative and cultural industries sectors.

This platform will then provide small states chances to expand their competitiveness and market bases through technology advancement such as big data and AI. These two tools can provide data about potential tourist behaviors, as well as information about areas of tourism that can be broaden, and other sectors that can be linked to. To that end, small states tourism can better target the potential visitors and compete in global market.

In addition, this cooperation can also provide small states a strong and huge network that is necessary for them to grow. This will not only expand the market, but also building and growing the network. When small forces create an alliance, they will no longer be small. They now have a power to achieve their common goals. Even more, they can develop high engagement with their audience through their brands.

An instructive example is a cooperation of small hotels in the world called “Small Luxury Hotels of The World” (SLH). This cooperation consists of more than 500 hotels in more than 80 countries.
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around the world from cutting-edge design hotels to historic country mansions and remote private islands. Although all of the hotels are different, they share common characteristics: enviable locations, highest quality, personalized service and an authentic way to discover a destination. SLH understood that it is challenging for small hotels to compete for business with big names in the industry. Instead of trying to fit into the world of big names, they embrace their size as a strength and use it as a point of joint promotion: they offer a unique, personalized experience that many travelers will never get at a chain hotel.

As the awareness of sustainable development has been on the rise, more and more people are interested in contributing to preserve the environment and ensuring the economic sustainability. People’s attention and willingness to participate in sustainable causes and movement can serve as great assets for a sustainable tourism campaign to be scaled-up and successful.

Participation in this context, will incorporate local knowledge and preferences into the decision-making processes of governments, private providers, and donor agencies. Moreover, participation becomes self-initiated action or empowerment that will lead to more effective service delivery of the SDG campaign and thus amplify this sustainable tourism initiative.

While this campaign serves many purposes such as economy and cultural exchanges for small states, in turn, it will also strengthen the notion of Estonia as a champion in innovation amongst countries in the world, and a leader amongst small states. Eventually, as the initiative is built-up, consolidated and consistently delivered, it will unleash the power of digital innovation to bring social benefits for small states and also become a platform for the voices of small states to be heard and amplified.
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E-INVESTMENT PLATFORM

Setting the Scene

Investment is one of the most important tools to stimulate economic growth, regardless of whether it comes in the form of direct investment or mergers and acquisitions, to name a few. Investment flows bring new input of capital, knowledge, management experience and exchange of information. Different investors focus on different stages of a company, and different investees require varying amounts and types of investment (debt/equity) both of which are crucial for the success of an investment.

One of the most important benefits investments can bring is its stimulation of entrepreneurship and innovation, although how widespread, and accordingly, how investments are in achieving such benefits has not been conclusively determined. Notwithstanding such inconclusive evidence, Estonia has nevertheless embarked on and created a suitable legal and investment environment to ignite entrepreneurial activities. In order to begin to understand the success of Estonia, it is necessary to first understand what drives investors in the innovation “space”. Early stage investors primarily focus on investing in startups to look for high returns in the future either through the success of the startup company, or through selling it to other buyers. This encourages companies and individuals to innovate constantly to provide products that are demanded by the market.

Known as the “Northern European hub for knowledge and digital business”, Estonia has developed a set of policies to support investment in Estonia, including the investinestonia.com, which provides investors with a comprehensive overview of the business environment in Estonia. The Estonian technology, pharmaceutical and biotech sectors provide great opportunity for foreign investors, with the well-established E-residency program as the policy support. Compared to other developed countries, Estonia is one of the most investor friendly countries in the world.
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**Challenge**

In small countries, both investors and investees are confronted with a set of special challenges. Startup companies have limited access to early stage investment due to the limited types of investment funds in small countries, as well as the amount such funds are willing to invest in small countries. Some startup companies in health tech community, an Estonian startup incubator, died because of lack of early stage investment. According to the Startup Investment Report for Estonia, lack of funding is one of the main challenges among Estonia startups. Another challenge arises from the lack of human capital. Startups in small states find it hard to hire all of the necessary talent domestically.

The challenge for investors in small countries is also considerable. Investment funds from small states encounter difficulty to source good projects within their own countries because the relatively small number of startups. Compared to the US and Israel where the startup communities are big, it is harder to select promising startups if the choices are too limited. Currently, significant amount of investment in small countries is getting into real estate and resource development, while other sectors are hardly known by these investment firms. Hover investing in projects in large countries means head-on competing with international big funds with much higher investment capacity.

**Opportunity**

There is a need to provide information about opportunities in small countries and connect investors with startups to facilitate investment in small countries. As a promising example, Estonia created the website Startup Estonia. The website currently lists more than 500 startup companies, and introduces the startup community and investment opportunities for investors with basic information of these companies. It builds up a foundation for further collaborations with foreign investment funds in small countries, and the method to present these startup companies to investors.

**Recommendation**

A platform to accommodate startup companies and investors in small countries could be beneficial for entrepreneurs and investors and, accordingly, small countries’ economy, by matching investors and startup companies in the different small countries. It will help Estonia and other small countries to combat the challenge of limited capital and human resources within their country.

---
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On this platform, companies in small countries can present their products and services, as well as the type of investment they need and the type of resources they seek. Investors could register on this platform to source good companies to invest in and people can register to offer their expertise for these companies. This platform will be promoted by Estonian government, and through investing summits and fora in the startup and investors community.

The platform could in the long term become an investor, entrepreneur and talent community. It will provide basic and necessary information and tools for investors and entrepreneurs to encourage further innovation and technology advancement in small countries. It will also help a government to formulate better investment policies by analyzing and taking into account the information from these communities.

**Short-term:**

1. Building upon the “Startup Estonia” website, the new platform should focus on connecting and gathering startups in small countries which is not limited to Estonia. This entails building up connections with incubators and startup communities in each small country, and introducing the companies to the platform for investment funds.

2. The platform will also need to increase its visibility among small countries. Through startup conferences in small countries, high level government meetings and investor summits, the platform will advertise itself to bring in more startups and funds, and increase its awareness among the startup and investor communities in small countries.

**Medium-term:**

1. The platform will focus on connecting startups and investment funds by improving the matching mechanism, providing capacity building services for startups, and enlarging the network.

2. The key is to maintain the relationship with investment funds and effectively prepare the startups for investors who are interested in different sectors and different stage of maturity. Thus in this stage, the platform will focus on developing capacity building training for startups and investment guide for investors.

3. The platform will develop online training materials available for registered companies on the platform, holding workshops and camps for startup leaders to share best practices.
4. The platform will also issue annual reports on the investment environment in small countries, collecting data from the startups and investment funds, to form a databank further to support both the investors and the startup companies.

Long-term:

1. The entrepreneurship development and investment platform will provide investment opportunities for investors and bring funds to the companies in small countries. With a large volume of projects and strong connections with funds, the platform will be able to create a community within small countries to promote entrepreneurship culture.

2. Joined by universities, other innovation communities, and governments, the platform will eventually activate the technology sector in small countries, and further contribute to the economic growth through better innovation in the startup companies. It will exceed the limit of a regional or domestic investment platform by providing a bigger pool for funds and companies with more diversities but similar challenges. It also won’t be dominated by large funds like in a regional investment platform.

Rationale

Estonia has the acclaimed e-residency program to encourage establishing companies in Estonia. Startups have explicitly noted the benefits of starting a company in a small country like Estonia: the lean bureaucracy makes the process of establishing a new company and hiring process faster and easier.²⁶¹

E-Investment will essentially help to ease the constraints of the limited resources for startups in small states, including lack of investment, human capital, and information. It will optimize the funds in small countries to locate and source promising companies. It will help to attract talents to work in small countries by creating a vibrant entrepreneurship culture in small countries. It will also create an information sharing system for funds and companies in small countries to eliminate the information asymmetry.

E-Investment will eventually help to promote the circulation of knowledge, and strengthen the bond among small countries in order to make them more economically independent. The connections created through investing can help the investors and startup companies to work together to combat the entry barrier in large countries, to better serve the economy among the small states through the sharing of information, resources, and human capital.

FORESTI

Long Term - Hard

Setting the Scene

Forests are one of the most important renewable resources and living environments in Estonia: the country has an abundance of natural assets, with plentiful clean water, and forests covering half of the territory, making Estonia Europe’s fourth-most forested country. 40% of these forests are certified as organic.262 Forests are important because they stabilize climate, regulate the water cycle, and provides habitat to thousands of life forms.263

Similarly, forests and the natural environment hold a similar significance for many other small countries, including Suriname and Gabon, 90% of whose territory is covered in tropical rainforests.264 These countries’ economy, society, identity, and well-being depend on this vital resource. They thus have a key interest in maintaining and nurturing their “green gold”. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) implicitly and explicitly recognize the importance of forests for development in SDG 2 on eliminating hunger, SDG 3 on global health, SDG 1 on eradicating poverty, SDG 15 on protecting biodiversity, and SDG 13 on climate action, among others.265

Challenge

At the same time, in spite of the high importance of forests, global forest loss has remained alarmingly high during the last decades.266 The UN Forum on Forests noted in 2018 that forests and their “hidden harvest” of products, ecosystems and services — critical to the survival of the planet and its people — remained woefully underfunded and undervalued, even as States forged ahead to meet other environmental and climate goals.267

Forest and environmental management hinges largely on implementing sustainable practices and

enforcing existing legislation, while combating corruption and illicit activity in the sector. The efficient and sustainable management of such complex forest ecosystems is difficult and requires a solid and comprehensive information basis to support well-informed management decisions. Gathering the necessary information can be an onerous task for small countries, whose resources are already strained.268

The efficient and sustainable management of complex and diverse forest ecosystems requires large amounts of high-quality forestry data. Big Data and technology such as drones are making it easier to gather and analyze data of global significance. Tropical deforestation is a global concern, a major source of carbon emissions and biodiversity loss and an issue related in complex ways to rural poverty.

Yet until recently, data on tropical deforestation were spotty, inconsistent among countries, and woefully outdated. Remote sensing can track program impacts on agriculture, water use, deforestation reduction, or air pollution. Ground sensors can track the sustainability of infrastructure in remote and conflict-affected areas. These systems offer rich, representative, actionable real-time information.269

**Recommendation**

The example of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) has shown how powerful collective lobbying by small countries on specific issues as complex as climate change can be. Small states could lead on environmental policy innovation with fresh perspectives. As a small state, Estonia is ideally positioned to advance technology-enhanced protection of the natural environment and forests in particular: the country combines a unique mix of a strong relationship with its forests and organic way of life, while at the same time being a smart IT-country with e-state, e-Residency and start-up culture. These two sides — natural and innovative — are a powerful match that could be employed in a highly effective way to create a global network of small states to support each other and provide expertise in better managing forest resources.

Estonia should therefore, as part of FORTIS, establish an “applied working group” ForESTI, i.e. a group focused on implementation and practical cooperation, that collaborate to develop and apply technology to protect their forest resources, lobby effectively on international fora for greater implementation of forest-related SDGs and promote climate awareness among its population in collaboration with local startups and civil society groups. ForESTI should adhere to the key principles of e-Estonia, i.e. decentralization, interconnectivity, open platform, open source, and


open-ended process. The latter means that it is a continuous project to keep growing and improving organically.

**Short-term**

1. Analyze and identify a group of like-minded states that a) have similar environmental/forest assets as Estonia and for which protection of forests and environment is a strategic priority, b) already have established a working relationship with Estonia through other platforms, and c) include both global North and South countries

2. Use UNGA to convene a first meeting of this core group to identify priorities and strategize on structure, timeframes and partnerships

3. In Estonia, establish a Working Group between the relevant (local and national) government entities, environmental civil society organizations and start-ups to develop actions plans for greater cooperation between like-minded entities in partner countries, technology development and further establishing Tallinn as a think hub for Greentech.

**Medium-term**

1. Coordinate to lobby international fora on environmental issues, both UN and non-UN for greater implementation of forest-related SDGs

2. Use different ECOSOC expert groups and meetings to liaise with other small countries on implementation of specific SDGs, and liaise with civil society groups across countries

**Long-term**

1. Use side events to international environment-related conferences to distribute knowledge and experiences gathered from collaboration between small states.

**Rationale**

Estonia has experience using technology, remote sensing, and satellite data to support the management of its forests and agriculture. Farmers in Estonia have said that e-services have helped them to save a lot of time, made communication with the government more accessible and easier and have reduced possible errors.270

Among those, Geographical Information Applications, via GIS systems, are an example that is easily transferable to other areas such as forest management. Estonia’s X-Road makes all systems
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interconnectable and easily combinable via application programming interface (APIs). For example, as the databases of Estonian Land Board, E-Land Register, and Estonian Agricultural Registers and Information Board are interconnected, it is easy to find lots of information about any location in Estonian mainland, such as register number, intended land use, protected area restrictions, land owner, land user, etc. These data are open and accessible to the public, as the trust and security is assured by access with e-ID.

Additionally, the GPS technology enables to track the location and movement of mobile machinery, so it is possible to gain full information about activities that are allowed and carried out in this location271 - an important insight for forest management, detection of illegal logging and protection of wildlife. Estonia has moreover proven its commitment to increasing environmental awareness and protection by chairing the UN Environmental Protection Agency (UNEP) 2018.

Nevertheless, the main question is, how to implement digital technologies, and use information produced in the forest management in a most efficient way. Paradoxically, while there are more and more data available, there are fewer and fewer resources (including management and workforce) to process these data, often because of tense economic resources. Solution could be provided by proper guidance and advisory services, but also by using DSS (decision support systems), which would liberate those in charge of protecting forests from resource consuming data processing.

Moreover, where Estonia lacks expertise, it could partner with organizations such as Global Forest Watch (GFW), an online platform that provides data and tools for monitoring forests, to fill data gaps. By harnessing cutting-edge technology, GFW allows anyone to access near real-time information about where and how forests are changing around the world.272

Estonia can also effectively collaborate with its innovative and resourceful start-up community. Tallinn is already considered a center for CleanTech/eco-innovation,273 According to the assessment of the European Commission, the area of eco-innovation has also developed rapidly in Estonia. This area includes a strong start-up company culture and support structures offering start-up assistance. In addition, universities, the public sector, and enterprises are cooperating much more efficiently in the area of eco-innovation. Start-ups huge source of economic activity Estonia: there are currently
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around 550 startups in Estonia from a variety of sectors ranging from Fintech to Greentech and beyond. Estonia has also hosted the world’s largest green business ideas competition, ClimateLaunchpad,\textsuperscript{274} as well as the Climathon.\textsuperscript{275}

All of this helps build communities, not only locally within each city, but a global movement of change agents. These groupings learn from each other, share ideas, and work together to come up with innovative solutions to climate challenges.

Climate awareness and Greentech are areas, which will take center stage in both the short- and medium term: as noted by the European Commission, eco-innovation will be one of the hottest topics in the next few years and not just in Estonia. In order to raise the quality of life of our people and the environment, current dogmas and habits must be turned upside down and new ideas planted.\textsuperscript{276}

Estonia’s advantage is that as a small country it does things differently — in a caring and sustainable manner. The right kind of decisions on the national and individual level will help maintain the valuable things in Estonia which have disappeared in many countries or which countries are really struggling to restore.
POLICY AREA 05.
Education
Where bright ideas meet a can-do spirit.
Education, as recognized under Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4, plays a foundational role in the Agenda 2030 and is a prerequisite for many other SDGs to be achieved. In addition to serving as the focus for SDG 4, education directly contributes to the goals addressing poverty reduction and reduced inequalities, health and nutrition, economic growth and labor market opportunities, as well as peacebuilding and the promotion of democratic institutions.

Education systems are a necessary building-block of well-functioning, healthy and peaceful societies. Through a forward-looking education system, Estonia has been able to lay the ground for an entire society to harness the digital age. Specifically, Estonia focused on providing students with computers already in the late 1990s, which has been equipping Estonian students with the hard skills necessary to advance in the digital age. This bold investment ran counter to common educational practices of the time. Still, many communities in small states lag in basic education. Now, through intelligent design, education systems can be tailored at both lower costs and increase knowledge-transfer in relevant areas.

Although technological advances have created new methods of knowledge-transfer from the early computer systems that were first employed in the Estonian education system, Estonia remains an early adopter of many initiatives as well as an innovator in the area. These successes provide hope to other small states that are looking to overcome development and resource inequality. Small states with aspirations of digital education can benefit from the lessons learned by Estonian leaders and the systems that they utilize.

---
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05. **Area of Education 5.1.**

**CYBER HYGIENE FOR SMALL STATES**

**Short Term - Easy**

**Setting the Scene**

The Global Digital 2019 report reveals that Internet usage is growing by an average of over one million new users added to the global community on a daily basis. According to the report, 45% of the world’s population are now social media users—and, needless to add, in the global digital age of Internet 2.0, the 3.5 billion users are no longer constrained to big and developed countries, but increasingly accessing the World Wide Web from small and developing states. However, while both small and developing states are embracing the Internet and the wealth of information that the medium has to offer, privacy issues, hacking and other negative aspects linked with a lack of responsible cyber hygiene continue to permeate the cyberspace.

The national and economic security of small states depends on the reliable functioning of critical infrastructure in both the private and public sectors and their increased cyber resiliency. One of the fundamentals of cyber and information security is then cyber hygiene. Cyber hygiene as a concept is comprised of practices and actual steps that users of the Internet of Things must follow in order to successfully maintain system safety and health, all the while improving online security against common threats and vulnerabilities.

In 2017, the Information System Authority of the Republic of Estonia (RIA) launched a new cyber hygiene training platform specifically targeting the Estonian civil servants to test and improve their understanding of current and emerging cyber threats in the digital age. The former Director General of RIA and current Secretary of State of Estonia, Taimar Peterkop, notes that “The biggest threat in the cyberspace is the user behavior, [and therefore,] a person in front of the screen should understand risks related to negligent actions.” Bearing in mind the escalating and intensifying attacks in cyberspace, Secretary of State Peterkop emphasizes that “it is imperative that we improve cyber hygiene awareness of Estonian public officials.” This is not only relevant for Estonian civil servants but also public officials and critical infrastructure companies globally, including in other small states.

---
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Challenges

In the digital age, small states are among the most susceptible targets for cyber criminals. Many of the UN Sustainable Development Goals rest upon pillars linked to digital technology, and the rapid digitalization of many developing countries has, in many aspects, proven to have a positive impact, most notably, on their economic development.

However, according to Niels Nagelhus Schia, Senior Research Fellow at NUPI in Oslo, Norway, who specializes in organizational culture within international organizations and peace building, “technological developments are taking place at high speed, whereas the political processes for building resources, developing legislation and establishing standards on the cyber-field take time.”

Schia therefore argues that the end result is a “hollow digitalization” that fails to take into account the possible negative aspects, such as increased vulnerabilities, accompanying technological advancement. The majority of users in small countries remain unaware of cyber related risks and seemingly harmless acts, such as clicking on a link on which they shouldn’t be accessing and thus potentially infecting the device with malware, which continues to be one of the most widespread risk vectors that online criminals use in cyber-related attacks.

Recommendation

While predicting cyber attacks and other threats in the domain is challenging, preventing them is all the more feasible with consistent and sound cyber hygiene practices that ultimately become part of the “cyber culture” of a nation. Estonia, a European thought leader in digitalization, has successfully used its digital prowess not only for commercial purposes but also for the public good. Cultivating cyber health at the grassroots level and making it an organic part of the modern Estonian culture is just one of the ways that this small state has been able to showcase its strength and advancement in the digital arena.

Since its inception in 2017, CybExer Technologies, an Estonian company with international acclaim, has been conducting cyber-hygiene trainings based on micro-learning techniques, adaptive learning methods, cultural aspects, among others, and offering courses, which have now been translated into eleven languages.

The courses are aimed at changing overall user attitude and mindset, and thus impacting human risk behavior in the digital domain. To this end, the company works with both private and government sectors. By joining forces with RIA, CybExer has since been offering a popular Cyber Hygiene e-Learning Course—an interactive program that consists of a training module and two separate test modules specifically targeting human risk behavior in cyberspace, addressing specific concerns and threats associated with three categories of staff members, including managers, specialists and regular users.

That same year, in collaboration with CybExer Technologies and another Estonian-based BHC Laboratory, the Estonian Business School (EBS) added “cyber hygiene” to its curriculum for the MBA in Digital Society, educating future managers and leaders of tomorrow. ²⁹¹

A similar approach could be replicated as an exemplary model with Estonia’s guidance and leadership in other small states and small state institutions through the creation and inclusion of a “cyber hygiene” course as part of other MBA curricula at universities in small states.

As cybersecurity awareness and data protection in the cyberspace are increasingly important goals in the digital era, small states should focus on raising awareness and calling for responsible behavior in the domain through a variety of educational campaigns and initiatives training future leaders of small countries.

Estonia has demonstrated that one of the keys to a successful e-revolution is cooperation and mutual reciprocity. Therefore, a modest financial support for developing training programs for both public and private sectors can serve as a unique public-private partnership (PPP) program for small states led by Estonia.

As a small state leader in the digital domain, Estonia can further cultivate and strengthen its “digital pioneer” status and reputation among small countries by identifying and supporting a select group of small countries through PPP programs or alternatively through the Global Trust Fund²⁹² by organizing training sessions on cybersecurity for small state civil servants in partnership with CybExer and other local cybersecurity companies, and thus continue to promote cyber hygiene not only locally but also globally.

²⁹² In 2018, the Estonia contributed EUR 20,000 through the Global Trust Fund to help government officials from developing countries gain a better understanding of WTO agreements, as well as improve their negotiating skills. For more, please see: “Estonia donates EUR 20,000 to help developing countries fully participate in global trade,” World Trade Organization, February 8, 2018. Web. https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres18_e/pr417_e.htm
**Short-term:**

1. Cultivate funding opportunities through private-public partnerships and via the Global Trust Fund for Digital Development.

**Medium-term:**

1. Create and include a “cyber hygiene” course as part of small state high schools and MBA curricula.
2. Organize training sessions on cybersecurity for small state civil servants in partnership with CybExer and other local Estonian cybersecurity companies, and promote cyber hygiene not only locally but also globally.

**Rationale**

Small states are increasingly vulnerable and frequently prone to cyber attacks. However, prescribing a “one size fits all” solution to address cyber threats for every small country that otherwise possesses a distinct culture and political or socio-economic reality is simply unfeasible.

Due to a small size of population, limited domestic technological capability, human resource capacity, and so on, funding cybersecurity and cyber training programs at the grassroots level with very limited financial resources and no cyber culture to speak of is extremely challenging for many small and developing states.

This is an area where Estonia has not only demonstrated its leadership following the 2007 cyber attacks\(^{293}\) conducted by its Eastern neighbor, but what is more, it has also managed to integrate cyber hygiene into the Estonian digital culture as a cornerstone of its cybersecurity.\(^{294}\)

---


5. **Area of Education 5.2.**

**E-EDUCATION**

Medium Term - Somewhat Hard

### Setting the Scene

Development Program (UNDP) has included education among the SDGs, aimed at “building and upgrading education facilities that are child, disability and gender sensitive and provide safe, nonviolent, inclusive and effective learning environments for all.” For example, girls are the most at-risk group of children worldwide of under-education. Many remote regions of the world require specific skills to survive on day-to-day basis. In these environments, women bear a larger share of the burden in taking care of the home and the sick.

Beginning in the 1990s, Estonia focused its resources on providing students access to information via the Internet at school and programming skills through Tiigrihüpe or Tiger Leap. This Estonian program evolved from a youth-focused education program to include life-learning methodology for adults. These new tools provide the platform for Estonians to navigate the evolving Estonian economy and emerging issues. Transitioning from youth education to youth and adult learning grants Estonia a vibrant and dynamic future.

Today, a number of major academic institutions around the world are offering online courses for free to educate the workforce of the future. The value of these courses does not solely lie in the knowledge attained by the students. Crucially, online programs offer real value for the institutions that conduct the courses: institutions learn about specific subjects and maximize teaching techniques through the massive amount of data created in these courses by the students.

Thus the value of this type of education platform becomes a two-way process for those learning and for those organizing the platform which, in turn, continues to drive economic progress for all stakeholders.

---
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Part of the focus on education is providing people with the means to meet current employment goals. Estonia is in need of thousands of software developer jobs. The Estonian government is focused on helping provide tech companies with the human capital necessary to drive their continued innovation by focusing on coding and other tech related skills in schools.

Programs that speed up or render the process of applying for and receiving a visa for future employees simpler, as well as providing offsets to financial cost associated with moving to Estonia are just some of the efforts that the Estonian government currently participates in. This creates goodwill with both the companies and the employees that are hired through the quality experience that these employees share with their networks throughout the world.

**Challenge**

Due to isolated cultural and geographic circumstances, Estonia and other small states face educational challenges that are unique and at the same time connected to the broader global digital revolution.

Developing regions’ struggle with equipping their youth with globally relevant skills while maintaining regionally specific skills that are essential to adapt to day-to-day necessities in the current economic situations. Even with solid youth education programs in place, the pace of innovation necessitates that people will have to continue to update their skills and knowledge throughout their lives to stay a productive member of society.

**Recommendation**

Estonia emphasizes SDG #4 of the UNDP on digitalization processes that will allow knowledge transfer to the most remote regions of small states, offering them the same ability to leapfrog technological advances in education.

---


Short-term:

1. Propose to expand the UNDP initiative from a focus on physical spaces to include digitalization. Upgrade education facilities with computer systems and digital learning platforms to enable every child, including those with disabilities, gender-sensitives with a safe, nonviolent, inclusive and effective learning environment irrespective of their physical location or ability to attend daily classes.

Medium-term:

1. Identify a portion of tax resources raised by foreign employees in Estonia and allocate funds to target small state education systems providing computers and Internet to the future coders of Estonia that currently live in small states.
2. Allow start-ups to co-sponsor these schools like companies sponsor airport terminals in Tallinn to develop future developers with this seed money from the government. Focus on small states with the human capital capable of tech-development work for Estonian companies in the next 3-5 years.

Long term:

1. Develop a small state life-learning online education system that co-ops the lessons of online course providers like EdX.303 While focusing on regional issues within the online education system, this will harness the power of every student in the FORTIS network to solve regional concerns, unleashing the imaginations of every child as well as the wisdom of the elderly. Focus online education platform for small states on girls and regional issues from health to economic development.
2. Provide STEAM-focused curricula that intertwine regional education focuses with tech skills that will offer a path out of poverty. Providing education that will dramatically affect students in the near and long term.

Rationale

By focusing on digital education, Estonia can illuminate the path forward for other small states that are faced with the same problems that Estonia was able to overcome. The advantage small states possess is their people by harnessing every student in the educational pipeline to solve current issues and future issues.

Small states can create effective two-way communication platforms that advance the states from within. Not only could states glean innovate solution from students, but states could also understand how the general population feels about certain issues through their children and life-learners.

Structuring the education on current issues through essays and other problem-solving methods could provide substantial data into how students view problems and their solutions.

Estonia currently relies on the human capital of many other states. By redirecting a small portion of the tax revenue generated by those foreign tech workers towards education programs for designated small states with the possibility of providing future human capital to Estonia, markets of goodwill would be established seeding the next generations of foreign developers that will drive the Estonian economy into the 2020s and 2030s.

This will also create buzz about Estonia with parents who may be developers as well as the future developers in the schools who will move to Estonia and keep the digital revolution alive.
PILLAR C.
MESSAGING: BRANDING

In today’s world, where the market has become an area that is constantly contested, it is critical for an organization to stand apart. To position and differentiate FORTIS amidst other multilateral organizations, it needs to present its unique value proposition to gain recognition and influence from the international community, and thus bring greater benefits to its members for instance by building a good reputation and attracting companies, trade, export, investment and tourism. A robust branding strategy, in which the organization is identified and marketed, plays therefore a key role to achieve this.

For small states, nation branding is one way to get the countries to be “involved in the global conversation,” because it highlights their strengths and competitive advantages. The rise of new media and new technology provides them with more creative ways to broadcast their strengths.

Collaborative branding campaigns or co-branding of small states through FORTIS can serve as a stage to shape their global image and influence the international community’s perception of their countries, which, in turn, can be converted into economic opportunities.

The members of FORTIS will need to develop consensus on the key messages of this cooperation and ensure that they represent what they view as their “the common purpose.” In so doing, FORTIS competencies and characteristics as well as how the countries would like to be perceived in terms of personality and image will be considered.

There are two key questions that determine FORTIS’ brand objective: what do small states want the FORTIS brand to do for them? And what do they want the international community to know and say about the platform?
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Ultimately, the impression FORTIS makes and the words its members, other countries, people and companies use to describe it, constitute the fundamental framework of its brand.\textsuperscript{314}

Therefore, to build credibility with a strong brand and have more influence in the international sphere, FORTIS needs to place itself at the core of the international community’s mind.\textsuperscript{315} using three strategies: segmentation, differentiation, and positioning.

Objective

Based on our in-depth analysis through desk and field research, as well as interviews with some Permanent Representatives of small states to the UN, we are confident to conclude that there is a need and demand for the platform to effectively amplify the voices of small states.

In support of this mission, this report recommends FORTIS to pursue the following objectives to enhance its brand:

- Improve small states’ engagement in the international community
- Increase the exposure of small states through the website, mobile apps, and other online platforms
- Earn international acknowledgment through involvements in multilateral organizations.

Target Audience and Segmentation

Based on FORTIS’ objectives as set out above, this report considers the following audience segmentation as conducive to building FORTIS’ brand:

**Internal Audience:**
- Small states, both members and non-members of FORTIS
- Citizens of small states
- Small state digital start-ups and companies
- Small state NGOs and civil society

**External Audience:**
- Multilateral organizations
- Other small states alliances, such as FOSS or AOSIS
- International digital startups and companies
- Governments of non-small states
- International NGOs and civil society

Differentiation and Offered Values

Differentiation in the context of FORTIS means devising strategies how FORTIS can establish a unique identity that ensure that its mission and objective are immediately associated with its

\textsuperscript{314} Lake.
\textsuperscript{315} Lake.
FORTIS has a unique set of strengths and value propositions that distinguish the organization in the international realm:

- Flexibility and agility to overcome constraints
- Implementation-focused collaboration
- Diversity and vibrant cultures offered by small states
- The inclusiveness that embraces all of the small states’ unique values and transcends interests and differences of all nations

Positioning Statement
A strong and memorable positioning statement will help FORTIS influence its audience so that they know and remember FORTIS. In line with the values discussed above, FORTIS can consider to position itself as small state kinship that is agile towards challenges and whose voice is valuable and important for the international community.

Content of Branding
Short term: identify unique points in small countries in FORTIS
The success of FORTIS hinges on the ability of the platform to successfully amplify the voices of its member states, using its branding. To this end, each policy area has been formulated based on the interests of those small states that have a strong connection with. By identifying the unique strengths in each small country, FORTIS can better connect the small countries with similar appeal and assets to make them a single and strong voice in the international community.

Small states have rich assets to brand themselves with their unique selling points, and FORTIS will become a platform to consolidate these selling points. For example, Estonia has its traditional song festival since 1869. Pacific Ocean countries have rich marine sceneries and African small countries have tremendous wildlife resources, to mention but a few.

Some of the small countries have successfully branded their unique assets. Austria is famous for its well-known classical music and their composers, and Vienna, its capital, has been ranked as “The World’s Most Livable City”. By successfully identifying their unique assets and features, some small countries can group together and make themselves different from larger or other more well-known countries, and send a strong message around this core and unique asset.

Medium term: build up a cohesive story to brand FORTIS
A story with a strong theme is more effective in terms of marketing. It gives the audience a clear message on what the story is about,
making the effect of the message more powerful. If the logic and emotional elements of the story are simple, concise and cohesive, they will have a longer lasting impact on the receivers compared to a story that tries to incorporate too much information. 321

FORTIS has a natural advantage to tell a cohesive story. Each individual country already has a number of stories to tell. As an organization, they can chose those stories that best tell their story as a collective based on their common assets or interests.

AOSIS, as will be seen below, has developed a memorable story to tell about the environmental issue they care about. In their story, they only focus on three elements: the severe impact of global warming, the at stake marine resources in their countries, and the action to call for changes. 322

For FORTIS to advertise themselves, the story has to be straightforward, emotionally engaging, and related to a collective image. Under each policy area, the story has to strongly connect the countries involved in. For example, global e-governance can develop a story based on a citizen and how her life would be impacted in different scenarios with the development of e-governance globally.

This story could give a straightforward idea about the benefits of e-governance by using a specific example, and by setting the background in different countries it helps to demonstrate the importance of cooperation between countries.

**Long term: exploit the strong national identity and pride in small countries**

Small countries are usually more culturally homogeneous compared to big countries. 323 This helps small states to form a strong national identity. 324 This strong identity and pride enable small countries to have institutional advantages, which would help small countries to coordinate policies for “cooperation, flexible maneuvering, and concerted state action in the national interest.”

By using the strong national identity and pride in small countries, countries can brand themselves more effectively with their concerted campaign. Finland successfully advertised their country through the campaign “rent a Finn”. 326 This program provides a free summer vacation for winning contests to come to Finland and live with the “happy Finns”.

The strong pride of being the “happiest people” in the world as Finns becomes a good way to call for the Finns to participate the branding process, but also the pride itself becomes the

322. A lot of videos produced by Oceanian countries use stories with these three elements, and have produced a very moving and effective impact. See https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/sinking-civilisations-a-documentary-film/ as one of a good example.
theme of the branding content to strengthen the national image.

**Channel of Branding**

*Short term: develop FORTIS' own channel to amplify its voice*

FORTIS can effectively brand small countries. Because the participants on the platform will all be small countries, they understand better the challenges shared within these countries, and the barrier set by the large countries outside. The platforms can focus on different issues to have conversations among small countries to exchange information and opinion, and find the common ground and form unified action when coming to the internationals stage.

FORTIS can also use the internet to call for actions. Given the low cost and tremendous number of users on the internet, FORTIS can use internet effectively to share the updates about their work, bring up potential policy cooperation plans, and generate an international branding network.

FORTIS could set up an online media center to coordinate media publication related to each policy area and thus reach more people. FORTIS can regularly publish relevant articles and reports on its website, and update the progress of ongoing discussions through news conference. By developing its own media and publication department, FORTIS can become an opinion leader in the international community and sets its authority in each policy area.

*Medium term: make the best use of the current international platforms*

Small states have been using international organizations and fora as one of the most important channel to communicate and advocate. The UN General Assembly, as one of the most influential and inclusive platforms, has been a place for small states to push forward their agenda. Small states have been actively participating in other regional organizations as well. The African Union and Association of Southeast Asian Nations accommodate several small states to brand their countries. The Davos Forum has not only amplified the voice of Switzerland, but also brought in ideas from other small countries.

However, because these platforms are usually dominated by large countries, small states need to work together to form a unified voice in these organizations. For example, under FOSS, small countries in the UN can exchange information on different issues before the official discussion

---

327. FOSS, as introduced in previous sections, has been an active informal group for small countries in UNGA.
328. There are 55 states in the African Union and more than there are more than 20 small states. Four out of ten member countries in ASEAN are small countries. Participants in Davos come from different small countries including scandinavian countries, oceanian countries, etc.
starts, and it has helped small states to come together to talk with one voice.

Thus FORTIS should remain active to participate in these international platforms by sharing information, communicating policy interests and forming cooperation in FORTIS. The output from FORTIS could help small states to more effectively pursue their interests in other international platforms by using a unified voice.

With FORTIS, small states can lead some of the most urgent and frontier issues in other international platforms. For example, Oceania countries have been leading the climate change issues in the climate change summits and conferences. Estonia has been actively advocated for cyber security in the UN as one of the leading countries. These urgent issues may not be the top priority for big countries in these major international platforms, but it concerns the small countries, and they can lead and push forward their agenda on these topics.

**Long term: develop ambassadors and negotiators for each policy area and program**

FORTIS can effectively use brand ambassadors to amplify its voice. Ambassadors can use their personal influence to promote the small countries. The ambassadors can be leaders, expert with industry influence, or celebrities in small countries. Ambassadors serve as a main spokesperson for the small states agenda. For example, Estonia’s president has been an ambassador of its e-governance program and has successfully promoted the program in her visits in Africa.

An ambassador has to be familiar with the issue she is branding for. Thus when attending relevant events, ambassadors can introduce the current development of their home country, make connections between their home country and potential resources, and reasonably advocate for her agenda.

FORTIS can also have experts and experienced negotiators under each policy area. By delegating experienced negotiators, small states can have better advocates for their own priorities, defend their interests, and call for actions. The negotiators can help small states to negotiate for better terms in international conferences when confronting larger countries.

The small island states successfully lobbied and negotiated to enter into force of the Paris Agreement. The negotiator also helped to

---


secure a goal of limiting global warming to below 1.5 °C in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

Best Practice: the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS)

Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) is an intergovernmental organization of low-lying coastal and small island countries formed to consolidate the voices of Small Island Developing States (SIDS) to address global warming.331

These countries are highly vulnerable towards climate change, which has led to a sea level change in the past decades.332 AOSIS members have effectively argued and proven that climate change poses an existential threat to them in the complicated negotiation process of United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.333

AOSIS sets their mission clearly, as to combat the challenge of global warming and protect the rights of the small island states. Based on their mission, SIDS identified its target audience: major industrialized nations that have caused the climate change and sea level rise.334

They have positioned themselves with a strong value in the climate change issues to amplify the voice of the small island states, and to overcome the constraints as they have limited resources.335

The AOSIS members states frame climate change as “a matter of life or death” to present the seriousness of the climate change issue.336 These concerns have been advocated through different channels. For instance, they have been very successful in raising awareness within the United Nations system, alerting the world to the danger of their disappearance due to accelerating sea level rise.

A well-known example is the underwater cabinet meeting held by the government of Maldives a few weeks prior to the Copenhagen conference to highlight the threat of climate change for low-lying nations.337

They have also managed to speak with one voice, and defend their group’s position by “using entrepreneurial, intellectual, and environmental leadership strategies and manage to secure most of their position in
the final negotiating texts, building on coalitions with parties and non-state stakeholders.\textsuperscript{338}

Their experienced negotiator helped the group to fully realize their interests in the Paris conference, and several member states successfully became members of climate change cooperation framework.\textsuperscript{339}

The successful story of AOSIS shows the possibility of how small states can work together to amplify their voices.

A clear branding strategy is set for the group to pursue their common interests, and the right content and channel selection helped to build up relationship and increasing awareness, ultimately realize their original goal to limited climate change and call for actions from major industrialized countries.


\textsuperscript{339} The Republic of Marshall Islands was the first country to ratify the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer on the 28 February 2017. Fiji had the presidency of the Oceans Conference related to the Sustainable Development Goal number 14 in June 2017. Oceans and climate change are closely linked and Fiji has
PART C. RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of these recommendations is to provide the Government of Estonia with concrete action points and a time line of implementation that will help policy makers adopt strategic approaches guide their decision-making with regard to the setup of the smalls state platform FORTIS. The different sectors of the government in charge of each thematic area will find these recommendations relevant to establish effective coordination mechanisms, stronger capacities and framework conditions to effectively collaborate with other small states to build this platform.

The following recommendations will support the initial process of set up and creation of FORTIS.
1. Designate a group within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that will guide and oversee the set-up of FORTIS
2. Gather a group of five founding Members, who agree to establish FORTIS, refine and sign the Charter and begin to collaborate on areas of consensus.
3. Aim to reach 25 member states (ideally 5 from each region) by its fifth year, to gradually expand its membership and solidify its impact.
4. Organize and hold the first two annual Summits as a test-run consisting of informal sessions and working groups at ministerial levels prior to further expansion. It is recommended that Estonia holds the initial Presidency for two to three years.

---

**Short-term (1-2 years)**

1. Aim to have at least 50 members (10 from each region) by its 10th anniversary.
2. Solidify the formal structure of FORTIS based on lessons from the test runs, including presidential term rotations, annual meeting schedules, and outputs from the meetings.
3. Designate a certain department or appoint an official as the primary FORTIS point of contact in respective countries.
4. Begin setting annual FORTIS themes to guide their meeting agendas at all occasions and levels.

---

**Medium-term (2-5 years)**

1. Continue expanding its membership without compromising on its founding vision and mission.
2. Ensure that every region has been represented in the presidential term rotation.
3. Establish a membership contribution system for each party to allocate a proportionate amount of resources to help with the planning and execution of agendas.

---

**Long-term (5-10 years and on)**
1. Identify and reach out to potential partners among small states, especially those with existing cultural exhibition infrastructure.
2. Establish a culture-focused branch within the Small States Institute.
3. Organize an online e-museum platform for small states with digital galleries and exhibitions.

Short-term (1-2 years)

1. Facilitate the institutionalization of the small state cultural exhibition system with academic guidance of the Small States Institute.
2. Ensure national museums have the resources and capacity to host cultural exhibitions.
3. Collaborate with Eesti Rahva Muuseum in order to share digital strategies and best practices.

Medium-term (2-5 years)

1. Commence small state cultural exhibition network operations and rotate exhibitions biannually

Long-term (5-10 years and on)

1. Designate a group within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that will guide and oversee the set-up of FORTIS
2. Gather a group of five founding Members, who agree to establish FORTIS, refine and sign the Charter and begin to collaborate on areas of consensus.
3. Aim to reach 25 members (ideally 5 from each region) by its fifth year, to gradually expand its membership and solidify its impact.
4. Organize and hold the first two annual Summits as a test-run consisting of informal sessions and working groups at ministerial levels prior to further expansion. It is recommended that Estonia hold the initial Presidency for two to three years.

1. Aim to have at least 50 members (10 from each region) by its 10th anniversary.
2. Solidify the formal structure of FORTIS based on lessons from the test runs, including presidential term rotations, annual meeting schedules, and outputs from the meetings.
3. Designate a certain department or appoint an official as the primary FORTIS point of contact in respective countries.
4. Begin setting annual FORTIS themes to guide their meeting agenda as all occasions and levels.
1. Designate a group within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that will guide and oversee the set-up of FORTIS
2. Gather a group of five founding Members, who agree to establish FORTIS, refine and sign the Charter and begin to collaborate on areas of consensus.
3. Aim to reach 25 member states (ideally 5 from each region) by its fifth year, to gradually expand its membership and solidify its impact.
4. Organize and hold the first two annual Summits as a test-run consisting of informal sessions and working groups at ministerial levels prior to further expansion. It is recommended that Estonia holds the initial Presidency for two to three years.

**Short-term (1-2 years)**

1. Aim to have at least 50 members (10 from each region) by its 10th anniversary.
2. Solidify the formal structure of FORTIS based on lessons from the test runs, including presidential term rotations, annual meeting schedules, and outputs from the meetings.
3. Designate a certain department or appoint an official as the primary FORTIS point of contact in respective countries.
4. Begin setting annual FORTIS themes to guide their meeting agendas at all occasions and levels.

**Medium-term (2-5 years)**

1. Continue expanding its membership without compromising on its founding vision and mission.
2. Ensure that every region has been represented in the presidential term rotation.
3. Establish a membership contribution system for each party to allocate a proportionate amount of resources to help with the planning and execution of agendas.

**Long-term (5-10 years and on)**
1. Estonia can start by having interested FORTIS members participate in initial programming development by offering to house the initial headquarters and provide appropriate digital infrastructure in Tallinn.

2. The initial members could appoint representatives to a planning committee to determine funding structures, intellectual property rights, employment systems, and journalistic standards.

---

1. Once the planning board decides on the basic structure, it could launch FS as a startup and begin the fund raising process (advertisers, governments, donors), hiring personnel, and building a studio(s).

2. The launch date should be decided, as well as the goal numbers for viewers and revenue.

---

1. After the launch, FS should monitor the progress and adjust its strategy or model as necessary.

---

Short-term (1-2 years)

Medium-term (2-5 years)

Long-term (5-10 years and on)
1. Designate a group within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that will guide and oversee the set-up of FORTIS.
2. Gather a group of five founding Members, who agree to establish FORTIS, refine and sign the Charter and begin to collaborate on areas of consensus.
3. Aim to reach 25 member states (ideally 5 from each region) by its fifth year, to gradually expand its membership and solidify its impact.
4. Organize and hold the first two annual Summits as a test-run consisting of informal sessions and working groups at ministerial levels prior to further expansion. It is recommended that Estonia holds the initial Presidency for two to three years.
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Long-term (5-10 years and on)
Against the backdrop of an international system that has come under threat on multiple fronts, this report argues that Estonia and other small states to increase their role in defending the rules-based order. Small states cannot and do seek hegemony and, as no small state can be a self-contained economy, small states cannot have myopic interests. A consequence is that small states have demonstrated their legitimacy by advocating for pragmatic solutions and mutual benefits. A number of small states have set examples in effective governance, sustainable development, and productive diplomacy. Small states can harness their unique experience to maintain and further a rules-based order.

As this report has shown, the challenge for small states in shaping international politics is to create and secure networks with other actors at state and non-state levels and to project attractive and credible images/narratives to the target audiences globally. Small states can effectively amplify their voices (or even have their voices be heard), share lessons and experience in policy-making, and participate more actively on the international stage, by creating a platform to formalize cooperation between small states around the world, that is underpinned by mutual trust, common needs and shared aspirations. FORTIS, as a common platform and collaborative network, can draw on the diverse strengths of over 100 small states to create innovative and flexible solutions in the areas of digitalization, education, economy, culture, and diplomacy that take account of the uniqueness of small states. Small states should no longer have to look to larger neighbors or distant powers for inspiration, let alone answers. FORTIS can elevate small states the creativity and voices of their citizens and again bring to life the historic words of the acclaimed English Prime Minister Lloyd George: All the world owes much to the little “five feet high” nations.\footnote{George, David Lloyd. Honour and Dishonour. London: Methuen, 1914.}
Estonia is naturally positioned to be the founding member and leader of FORTIS. Estonia’s sources of legitimacy stem from having built the world’s most digitally advanced, most futuristic, society, which is centered around the public interest and the of championing multilateral cooperation as the means to protect and further the interests of small states. Estonia should take the opportunity to leverage its legitimacy and recognition to actively convene small states from across the globe and shape common principles for FORTIS.

Estonia has surprised the world by punching above its weight and becoming a model of the future for others. Estonia, which is smaller than fables cities of the world, whether New York, London, Berlin, Beijing, Tokyo or Sydney, stands as a symbol of what is possible, of what can be achieved by a state which values all of its citizens. The next step for Estonia is to advance its digital leadership, and its e-governance wisdom, into being a digital Acropolis, a global thought leader for the 21st century.
Founding of a Center for Small Nations Research ³⁴¹

Currently, there is no dedicated center for small states collaboration and research. Similar efforts are numerous, but tend to be fragmented and narrowed into subsets of small nations or topics. For example, the Small Island States Resilience Initiative has the goal “to support Small Island States in reducing climate and disaster risks to their populations, assets, ecosystems and economies.”³⁴² The University of Iceland has the Center for Small State Studies, of which Tallinn University of Technology is a partner, focusing on the challenges small EU states face and how they have thrived under the EU system.³⁴³

Estonia is one of the natural leaders of small nations because the country has achieved milestones that many small nations aspire to achieve including higher standards of living; a creative, educated, and technically savvy population; effective government institutions, especially with regard to the rule of law; convenient administrative services; and recognition in the international arena with companies like Skype and well-regarded e-Governance services.

The establishment of a center for small countries research that focuses on addressing the common challenges for small nations and the possible solutions will have several benefits for Estonia:

- More visible leadership role in the UN and internationally
- More allies that guarantee Estonia’s long-term sovereignty
- Promotion of Estonia’s capacity and expertise as well as increased recognition of Estonia
- Leveraging other countries’ expertise to solve common challenges
- Increase the likelihood of trade and business partnerships with these countries
- The opportunity to give back, a desire that many Estonians have after their occupied history

Unlike University of Iceland’s Center for Small State Studies, it is not recommended for the center to be a subsidiary of a university, but an independent think tank that works in close partnership with universities and governments of small nations. The center, based in Tallinn, should start by leveraging Estonia’s e-Governance and cybersecurity expertise as proposed solutions for better governance and online security. From there it should move to other areas identified as common challenges for small nations and bring experts from those nations to collectively address these challenges.

The purpose of the center is to:
1. Develop a common platform and to define the challenges and opportunities of small states by including all stakeholders
2. Strengthen the voice of small states in the international arena
3. Defeat the limited resources challenge by using a pooled resource approach
4. Create new partnerships and collaboration among small states
5. Ignite the exchange of ideas among small nations via visiting scholars and researchers
6. Motivate the exchange of cultures

As with the e-Governance Academy, the center could start with the support from the Government of Estonia, multilateral organizations, and foundations. The center should also host a small nations annual conference.
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Jeeno Hahm (MPA, 2019)
United States of America
International Security Policy

Jeeno is a former officer in the United States Air Force and worked as a researcher on U.S. grand strategy at various institutes. He is an assistant writer and editor at Columbia SIPA Communications.

Tinatin Japaridze (M.A., 2019)
Georgia
U.S.-Russia Relations in Cybersecurity

Tinatin is a former United Nations Correspondent for the Ukrainian and Russian media outlets, and is studying digital diplomacy at the Harriman Institute. She co-wrote and recorded the U.N. anthem, “We the Peoples,” and co-authored Iceland’s silver prize-winning Eurovision song in 2009.

Jiayu Ji (MPA, 2019)
China
Urban Social Policy

Jiayu holds a bachelor degree in international relations and economics. Prior to SIPA, Jiayu interned for different private sector companies with roles in marketing, operation and strategy.

Ange Ingabire Kagame (MIA, 2019)
Rwanda
Economic and Political Development

Ange has a background in political science with a minor in African studies. She worked as a Policy Analyst at the Strategy & Policy Unit in the Office of the President of Rwanda.

Bernhard Kirchner (M.A., 2020)
United States of America
Tech. Development Issues in the Post-Soviet Countries

Bernhard held military assignments in the U.S. Office of Defense Cooperation in Oslo, Norway, Defense Attaché Office in Paris, France, as well as other assignments in South Korea, Germany, Kuwait, and Iraq.

André Cat-Nguyen Danh Luu (MIA, 2020)
United States of America
Human Rights and Humanitarian Policy

André has previously worked as a refugee and asylum-seeker caseworker for the UN Refugee Agency in Malaysia, an editor and proofreader for the UN Population Fund in Ukraine, and a field researcher and photojournalist for the UN Migration Agency in Kosovo. He is pursuing a dual degree from Columbia SIPA and Hertie School of Governance.

Citra Handayani Nasruddin (MPA, 2019)
Indonesia
Economic and Political Development

Citra has been working for the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia for about 8 years. As the Ministry’s communication strategist, she worked on Indonesian flagship fiscal policies campaign such as tax amnesty, government bonds, and fiscal reform program.

Lea von Martius (MPA, 2019)
Germany
Economic and Political Development

Lea is an international public policy professional with experience in EU refugee, migration, and security policy. She holds degrees in Economics and International Law. Lea is fluent in four languages and has lived and worked in nine countries.
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